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7-10 June 2021
So much to talk about!
See you there!
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We are
looking
forward to
welcoming you to
Canberra for an inspiring
conference that will give us time
and space to be together as a sector.

Watch for updates via email
and on the website
Photo credit: VisitCanberra

www.amaga2021.org.au
AUSTRALIAN MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES ASSOCIATION NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2019: Handbook
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President’s
Message
What a difference a year makes.
One year ago, I wrote in this column about my reactions to the
extraordinary National Conference that had concluded in Mparntwe
/Alice Springs. Those experiences are still an exceptionally strong
memory for me, and in that setting, hosted and welcomed by Elders
and NT colleagues to such unforgettable Arrernte country, the launch
of our Indigenous Roadmap was a highlight.
The winter edition of our national Magazine traditionally features
award-winning projects whose creators were acknowledged and
celebrated at the National Conference. Alas, we will have to wait
another year before we can meet and celebrate together.
In this, the year of the pandemic, we had to postpone the Conference
from May to October, then postpone it again to next year. Our hosts,
the ACT Branch, have worked tirelessly to both pull the Conference
program together, then rework it; and they now have accepted the
challenge to rework it yet again for June 2021. We are indebted to them.
I would like to acknowledge that this has been a very difficult few
months for so many of our members. With organisations no longer
able to earn income from visitation, and the cessation, or non-renewal,
of staff contracts, many members are suffering. Indeed, this suffering
is being borne to a greater extent by those younger or new to the
sector, who are just trying to establish themselves in an area they
are passionate about and believe in.
We have been advocating tirelessly on your behalf. Volunteers,
who rely on the company of colleagues and the external stimulus of
all that is happening in our organisations around the country, have
also been affected.
Meanwhile the pandemic has not deterred AMaGA as an organisation,
or you as employees, volunteers or colleagues of various kinds in
your own museums and galleries. The Director’s Column outlines the
many ways in which AMaGA has responded and formed common cause
with our colleague organisations to advocate to government for your
interests and needs. This edition of the Magazine also features
the continuing creativity of our sector in bringing together some
of the responses and reactions to the impact of COVID-19.
The pandemic has certainly turned most of us into experts in the
use of Zoom or other video-conferencing applications. The fledgling
AMaGA Webinar series we established last year has also been
invaluable as a model for delivering quality professional development
across Australia when new forms of web-based exchange and learning
have been needed. The National Office, and State and Territory
Branches, are now using these platforms to great effect.
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The National Council has also met, virtually, twice this year as we
tackled the fallout from the shocks to the economy, to our organisation,
and to you, our members. And we’ve benefitted from our new styles of
meeting. I, for one, will be reluctant to go back to teleconferencing.
Videoconferencing demands that we all engage so much more.
It will never replace meeting in person for collective deliberation
and the building of trust, but it beats a collection of disembodied
voices emanating from a phone connection. As a national organisation
with members spread out across a vast continent, videoconferencing
is certainly here to stay.
To me the COVID-19 pandemic has brought into stark relief how
different we all are. Working from home and videoconferencing has
given us all different glimpses into people’s lives. The extroverts are
suffering from being in isolation, whilst the introverts are loving the
chance to hide away and get their work done.
In isolation we all looked at the world a little differently and
dreamt of what a new order might look like. How can we maintain
the improvements to the environment and work effectively, without
sacrificing time and money in commuting, and continue to enjoy our
cities and towns that were suddenly so much more liveable and walkable?
Many of you have responded brilliantly and creatively to this crisis
in providing digital content for your audiences. Some of you have also
added new social history material to your collections, so that there will
be tangible reminders, and stories to tell, of the extraordinary time we
have lived through.
Unless you are a brand-new member of AMaGA, you will have noticed
that the look of your Magazine has changed. This is not something
that we cooked up during isolation. It has been in our plans since we
adopted the Australian Museums and Galleries Association as our new
name, and started rolling out our new identity at the start of 2019.
We owe our thanks to the Magazine Committee who provided the
brief and commented positively throughout the changes, and to Inklab
for the design work that has given the national Magazine a new visual
character and identity, to reinforce the new name.
We now have a flexible design that can respond to articles of
different types and length, and we are looking to include news and
articles from all of our state and territory branches. We want our MaG
to be packed with the voices of our members from across Australia.
Please consider contributing and I hope you enjoy the result. ■

Dr Robin Hirst PSM
President
Australian Museums and Galleries Association
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From the
Director
The impacts of COVID-19 nationally have been and will continue
to be extreme. The event has been called a sprint to contain it and a
marathon to cope with the aftermath.
In Australia, along with the tourism industry, hospitality and higher
education, the cultural and creative sectors have been the most affected
by the coronavirus crisis. Museums and galleries — of all types, sizes,
funding sources and governance arrangements — were no exception.
This is a diverse sector: 22 state and national institutions, 250 or so
public galleries and museums operated by local governments, both
regional and metropolitan, and over 2,000 volunteer-run, community
organisations that act as local anchors and custodians of Australia’s
distributed national collection spread across regional and rural
Australia. The organisations, and the people who work in or with
them, were affected in different ways, though all were (necessarily)
closed to the public to protect visitors, workers and contractors,
and volunteers.
We also must not forget that this crisis followed a disastrous summer
for many. The coronavirus created a destructive cumulative impact
on those organisations, regions and communities who were already
reeling from the bushfires and extreme weather events in late 2019 and
early 2020. Our Submissions Spotlight in this edition of the national
Magazine contains AMaGA’s submission to the Royal Commission
into National Natural Disaster Arrangements (bushfires). Many of
our recommendations, such as increased digitisation of collections,
resources for disaster planning, and supporting Indigenous land and
waterways management to better understand, conserve and protect the
environment, clearly complement or strengthen our current proposals
to governments post COVID-19.
After several months of enduring the pandemic and experiencing new
situations and challenges, however, several things do remain the same.
AMaGA is here for you, as much as possible — through your
branches, networks and national programming. Some of our
membership services have pivoted more to the digital space (as have
many programs creatively adapted by our member organisations).
Over 1,000 people so far have attended the national collaborative
webinar programs; our Re-Opening and Recovery Hub on the website
is helping many; and our advocacy and social media presence
continues apace.
My thanks to all the organisational and individual members who
took the time to complete the membership survey in May on the impacts
of COVID-19. It has been very useful to have this data and the insights.
I drew on this material extensively for AMaGA’s Submission to the
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AMaGA is thinking
deeply about our role
in supporting you in
this changed world.
What hasn’t changed is
our commitment to the
Indigenous Roadmap, to
providing the sector with
multiple ways of learning,
skills development and
networking, and to
standing up for museums
and galleries with
reasoned and passionate
advocacy.
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Stop Press
In a surprise announcement on
4 July, the NSW government
announced that the Ultimo site of
the Powerhouse Museum would
be retained while developing
the new site at Parramatta in
Sydney’s west. The Treasurer
said ‘the decision was made to
ensure Sydney had access to two
world-class facilities, providing
the arts, tourism and employment
sectors with a much-needed
boost after the economic impact
of COVID-19’. After a long
campaign and with competing
views about what’s best for
the internationally significant
collections, and the people of
Parramatta and the regions, the
decision to retain the Powerhouse
Ultimo building and programs at
this city site is very welcome.
Read about the history and significance
of the Powerhouse in our previous issue:
Jennifer Sanders, ‘The Powerhouse
Museum: Significance, Consequences,
Opportunities’, AMaGA Magazine, Vol.
28 (1), AMaGA, Canberra, Summer 2019,
pp. 48-51.

Senate Select Committee on COVID-19, and in my regular discussions
at Industry Roundtables with the Commonwealth Office for the Arts
and the Australia Council. The full submission is available on our
website, as are all of our submissions and policy positions.
In the survey, our members told us that 86% of organisations have
been or anticipate to be financially affected; 87% reported that paid
staff and volunteers were working from home; and 77% were now
very concerned by less engagement with the community — for example
through cancelled events and exhibitions; or, with many smaller
organisations, limited online interaction.
When asked what support is needed now and over the next 6-12
months, the standout responses from members focused on the need for
immediate and ongoing financial support, along with advocacy and
public statements of the value of culture, galleries and museums by
government, business and community leaders.
Amongst AMaGA’s recommendations to the Senate Committee was
that culture was crucial in Australia’s overall recovery planning; and
we set out the sorts of things that a new national cultural framework
should include: such as new grants programs to adapt to the ‘new
normal’; support for massively increased digitisation of collections;
and a public campaign to state the value of Australia’s culture and
heritage, and to rebuild confidence across organisations and their
communities at all scales.
Since March, I have worked closely with colleagues who lead other
national peak bodies in joint advocacy action and public statements.
We have put numerous proposals to government, co-signed open
letters, convened or participated in Roundtables to share information
and planning, and reminded each other of looming deadlines!
Some of the most useful advice on managing during the crisis,
re-opening and recovery has been developed by these allies, and
we have links to these resources on our website Hub.
I invited several of these colleagues to write for this issue of the
national magazine. You will see both common cause with AMaGA
as well as some different perspectives, assertions, and approaches.
The collaborative peak body eco-system has strengthened during this
time, while being able to accommodate diversity. For example, while
recognising the essential role of artists in our society, I would also
expand the concept of who creates the future to one of co-creation
with communities, scientists, Indigenous Elders, young climate
activists inspired by Greta Thunberg, the remarkable coalitions of
energies worldwide to combat racism, and so many current movements
in which museums and galleries are important institutions for airing
difficult debates about change in our current world. I see a huge and
wonderful range of active thinkers, creators and advocates right
now, and our galleries and museums engaging with and helping drive
informed ideas about how we go forward.
AMaGA is thinking deeply about our role in supporting you in
this changed world. What hasn’t changed is our commitment to the
Indigenous Roadmap, to providing the sector with multiple ways of
learning, skills development and networking, and to standing up for
museums and galleries with reasoned and passionate advocacy. As
always, please feel free to contact me with your views at any time. ■

Alex Marsden
National Director
Australian Museums and Galleries Association
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Hope for the best,
plan for the worst
ALIA and the libraries
sector adjust to the
current environment
Sue McKerracher
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Queensland Art Gallery, Gallery
of Modern Art Research Library,
QLD. Photo: Mark Sherwood.
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When disaster strikes, people naturally look to organisations for
advice and answers. We all tend to assume that the people and
entities with greater power and influence will have insight we don’t
have as individuals.
For natural threat events which repeat year after year — bushfires,
extreme weather — there is much truth in this. Organisations have the
accumulated knowledge and learnings related to how disasters have
been handled in the past. Associations have documented experiences,
taken wise counsel, developed resources, advocated for change,
and we are ready to step up when the need arises.
Yet faced with a new threat, on a scale we have never before
experienced, associations across the arts and culture world find it
challenging to meet expectations. The reality is that we are small
teams of people trying to process information which comes in faster
than we can digest it. COVID-19 has created a sudden-change situation
on an unprecedented scale, breaking new ground for all of society,
and it has stretched our capacity for strategic planning and action
to the limit.
In the 1980s, when I trained as a journalist, we were set exercises to
report on ‘running stories’, where information flooded in suddenly —
for example, from a crash site, incident room, or police and emergency
services. We had to process as much information as we could, scrabble
together an updated story and have it ready for the next edition of the
paper, every two hours. There were hard deadlines and students had to
meet them. It was tough training but perfect for planning in the context
of a rapidly changing environment.
We learned to strive for objectivity, to create distance between
ourselves and the chaos around us. We learned not to wait for
everything to become clear, but to take the best information available at
the time. We also learned to look at a situation from a range of different
perspectives, to anticipate change, and to adapt nimbly as we gained a
clearer understanding of the full extent of what was taking place.
In the thick of a disaster, it is easy to be swept away by the urgency
of the multiple demands of the people around us, the voices on social
media, and the press of emails in our in-boxes. Yet it is at this time that
we need clear heads; to quote Rudyard Kipling, ‘If you can keep your
head when all about you/ Are losing theirs and blaming it on you…’
Amidst sudden change, there is also ‘business as usual’ to handle.
For cultural institutions and associations, there are still memberships
to be processed, future conferences to be managed (real world
or online), team meetings to be scheduled, and government and
stakeholder relations to be pursued.
We have an existing strategy and plan, and we need to work through
which elements remain valid and which have been superseded. We will
hold fast to our organisational objectives and values; but how we carry
these forward may change depending on the violence of the upheaval.
Leaders need to be making decisions on the fly, reacting to the
demands of the present; but they also need to be revising their
plans for the short, medium and long term.
The more distant the horizon, the more we will be reliant on scenario
planning. There will be several possible outcomes and we need to plan
for them all. This will help us put in place measures to avoid the worstcase scenario and steer our organisations towards the best case.
So, how are the Australian Library and Information Association Board
(ALIA) and management team applying these principles during
COVID-19?
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First, we established various planning horizons: short term, April
to September 2020; medium term, September 2020 to March 2021,
and March 2021 to March 2022; and long term, or ‘the new normal’,
from September 2022 and afterwards. We explored what might be
happening in the library sector during each time-frame; how this
could affect our personal and institutional members; and what this
might mean for our Association.
Our main focus for the scenario planning was the direct impact of
COVID-19 for libraries and the people who work in them. As the vast
majority of libraries are government-funded, the sector was somewhat
insulated from the kind of decimation experienced by commercial
entities in the first wave of the pandemic. However, we could not afford
to ignore the effects of COVID-19 on the wider business economy, as
our members’ partners are employed in other industries and this could
heighten financial insecurity. When libraries began to close and staff
were stood down (while Job Keeper payments were not available for
government workers), job fears came to the fore. We will not know
for some time the full impact of possible budget cuts for libraries, as
organisations try to allay some of the damage caused by the lockdown
— whether lost international students for universities, a hole in council
budgets from parking fees, and so on.
At its board meeting on 27 March, the ALIA Board endorsed the
association’s COVID-19 strategy, which clearly defined ALIA’s role,
position, stakeholders, wider considerations, and an activity plan for
members and for our own business. We recognised that our long-term
sustainability as an association relies on our members seeing us as
highly active in the defence of their best interests.
We did not have scientists, researchers, or medical experts on staff
who could track the development of the virus and provide us with
definitive guidelines for safe library operations from day one. But we
did have National, State and Territory Library senior teams, council
library managers, health librarian members, and the experience of
libraries worldwide — all of which we could draw on to collate and
disseminate the best advice and resources available at any one time.
We did not have a direct line to the Prime Minister and National
Cabinet to negotiate the inclusion or exclusion of public libraries from
Scott Morrison’s statement on closures of public places with effect
from midnight on 25 March. But we did have strong connections
through the Office for the Arts, and we were able to keep the
COVID-19 taskforce updated with information about how the
pandemic was affecting libraries.
ALIA’s value proposition was significantly enhanced by our
negotiation of an agreement with the Australian Society of Authors
and the Australian Publishers Association: to allow any Australian
public library to record or livestream storytimes without seeking
permission to use specific children’s picture books. This allowed
libraries to have virtual storytimes (one of our most popular events)
up and running within a few days of most libraries’ physical closure.
While many of our members were in favour of libraries closing to the
public, others were concerned about employment impacts. We could not
guarantee that casual workers would keep their library jobs, but the ALIA
Board was able to set up the ALIA Relief Fund to provide immediate
financial assistance for members who were experiencing hardship.
Professional development and training are areas of long-term
strength for the association; and our ALIA Learning team created
masses of content for Members keen to build their skills during
lockdown. Webinars, self-paced courses, links to podcasts and
professional reading were leapt upon by our members.
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scenario planning.
There will be several
possible outcomes
and we need to plan
for them all.
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Keeping our members connected to each other and
to the association was one of our main aims, and
we launched ALIA Connects: which has included
online ‘after work drinks’ on Friday evenings, first
Tuesday of the month #AusLibChat, online trivia
nights and book clubs.
At the same time as addressing members’
concerns, we had continuing business issues to
address, and it was very useful to be part of the
regular gathering of association executive officers
organised by AMaGA. Director Alex Marsden made
it possible for us to share our associations’ various
experiences, swap information and sources, steal
each other’s ideas, and collaborate to strengthen
our joint advocacy position.
Financial forecasting was necessary but difficult,
especially with wide predictions of a global
recession to follow the pandemic. When executive
officers met, the one thing we all agreed on was
that there would be an immediate financial hit
— for example from lost event income; but the
fallout would carry forward over the next two
financial years, and it would be 2022–2023 before
we would have a clearer picture of the ‘new normal’
for revenue.
ALIA was one of the associations that went early
in terms of cancelling our annual conference. We
were due to hold the ALIA National Conference at
the ICC in Sydney from 4–8 May, but on 11 March
we announced its cancellation. The ALIA Board
accepted that this would result in unrecoverable
costs, and a lost surplus well into six figures. Yet
we were fortunate to be in a position, thanks to the
prudent financial management of this and previous
Boards, to have sufficient reserves in place to
buffer such loss.
At time of writing (8 May), the ALIA team is
continuing to generate as much useful content
as possible for our members — across training,
professional development, information management,
reports, guidelines, and media coverage. We are
also continuing to monitor and document what is
happening right across the library sector, so that we
will be able to provide a full record of events and
responses — which can later be used to prepare for
any future unforeseen crises or public health events
such as a pandemic.
From 19 March we moved to a ‘working from
home where possible’ approach to employment; but
since May, we have implemented a planned gradual
return to the ALIA office for our Canberra-based
team, with all the appropriate social distancing
and safety measures in place.
Libraries have welcomed the possibility of
reopening, albeit on a phased basis, with some
limited access to public library buildings from
11 May. The situation regarding education and
education libraries (schools, universities, TAFEs)
meanwhile varies by state and territory.

ALIA has produced an interim report for public
libraries, and a checklist for reopening for all libraries,
which will hopefully assist in the process of easing
restrictions at a national level. We are also developing
a themed public communications campaign, with
posters and other collateral: to announce that
libraries are back in business in the real world as well
as virtually. We want to capture the public’s varied
responses with the theme, ‘Tell us how you missed us’
— to generate feedback we can use further down the
line for continuing advocacy purposes.
The ALIA Board’s overall goal for a sustainable
future for the library sector, library and information
professionals and the association itself has not
changed. Yet we know that our strategy and
planning for how we achieve this cannot be ‘set and
forget’. We will need to monitor changes and go
through several more planning iterations over
the next three years.

About ALIA and
the library sector
The Australian Library and Information Association
(ALIA) was founded by another name in 1937, and has
today grown to a membership of 5000, comprising
the full spectrum of libraries and the people who
work in them. ALIA is the national professional
body, responsible for accrediting undergraduate and
post-graduate library and information qualifications
as well as the VET diploma. We are based at ALIA
House in Canberra, with 24 staff, 17 of these working
in the ACT and 7 based interstate.
We span approximately 13,650 library locations
in metropolitan, regional and remote Australia,
encompassing some 27,000 staff. We estimate
there are 12.9 million users of libraries in
communities, education, government, research,
health, law, corporations, and other knowledgebased enterprises. And we assess the continuing
investment in library services to be in the order of
$2.8 billion annually.
This is a huge investment in nurturing a socially
developing, well-resourced community, accessing
the great variety of knowledge resources and
services we care for and access for general public
benefit and enjoyment. ■
Sue McKerracher has been CEO of the Australian
Library and Information Association (ALIA),
headquartered in Deakin, ACT, since 2012. She
has worked with libraries in the UK and Australia
since 2002.
Citation: Sue McKerracher, ‘Hope for the best, plan for the
worst’: ALIA responses to the shut-down’, AMaGA Magazine,
Vol. 28(2), Australian Museums and Galleries Association,
Canberra, July 2020, pp. 14–17.
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Resetting
the future
The arts sector
facing critical times
Esther Anatolitis
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above

Esther Anatolitis. Photo: Sarah Walker.
left

Illustration by Emily Johnson.

Artists draw on the oldest and richest traditions we have, creating work
that reframes our perceptions, reshapes our thinking and resets our
horizons. Artists create the future.
That’s why we work so hard to offer the spaces and programs that
interpret that work into a new future.
Right now, however, we’re all still reeling: what will that future
look like?
The past six months have seen crisis after crisis, from summer’s
fires, floods and toxic air, to the global pandemic and its economic
shutdown. The constraints of physical isolation, the burdens on our
fitness and mental health, the difficulties of supporting colleagues
and operations against ill-fitting or inaccessible income support
programs, the imperative to reconfigure programs for a digital world,
and the race to prepare traumatised organisations for re-opening. All
of that, on top of at least five years of policy shifts and funding cuts,
meaning we went into these crises already tired and under-resourced.
At the same time, we’ve been remarkably imaginative in the ways
we’ve found to respond to audience demand, adapt our programs and
support one another.
For museums and galleries, that’s meant a great deal of collegiate
work, drawing on advice from all across the nation, and collaborating
closely on guidelines and best practice.
It’s also meant having to extend well beyond our networks to reach
decision-makers across government: a two-way exchange of expertise to
ensure that formal direction and protocol is informed by best practice.
At stake is the very heart of what it means to enter and move through
a gallery or museum freely: to be welcomed and included, comfortable
to spend generous time in self-directed contemplation.
Also at stake are the ways in which artists and artworkers earn their
income — and the ways in which this is recognised or misunderstood
by government.
Without a commitment to the values that ground our work, it’s
impossible to imagine a future that’s essentially co-created: the set
of possibilities that opens up each time someone walks into one of
our spaces.
It’s time to reset that future.

Navigating the politics
Across the past three months, we’ve worked together to secure a
strong public response and significant media coverage on the value
of our work. It’s been phenomenal.
Arts and culture have dominated news coverage of the social and
economic impacts of the pandemic. Artists and organisations have
been prominent in print, radio, tv and online. And that’s been noticed
by government: our work has been discussed at National Cabinet, and
our issues repeatedly presented by journalists to various frontbenchers
and to the Prime Minister.
While states and territories have stepped up, the most frustrating
experience has been the lack of understanding demonstrated at the
federal level.
In Australia, the invisibility of the arts to the national agenda prior
to the pandemic was reinforced by the erasure of the word ‘arts’ from
the department into which the portfolio was restructured late last year.
This devalues the arts and the work of the industry in the eyes of key
decision-makers, making it all the more difficult for expert public
servants to represent themselves and their value across government.
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Our work matters.
More than we can imagine.

And so it’s all the more important that we’re effective advocates —
but sustaining those relationships is hard work, especially when you
don’t feel understood. That’s a difficulty for every one of us: artists,
artworkers, public servants, political staffers and politicians alike.
After one such conversation, an artist said to me: ‘I was talking
and they were nodding but it wasn’t until more than half way through
that I realised they had no idea what I was talking about, but they
were still nodding.’
A public servant said to me: ‘It’s been like starting from scratch.
I’ve had to explain to them that yes, this really is an industry, yes,
it really does have businesses that employ people. A lot of people.’
A politician said to me: ‘I’d rather eat my own liver than go through
a meeting like that ever again.’
Clearly, we’ve got a lot of work to do when it comes to building the
relationships that reset our future.

Funding, policy and advocacy
So what’s needed, and what’s standing in our way? Let’s look at the
funding, the policy and the advocacy.
First of all: the funding.
Whenever we want to give someone an indication of the scale of the
arts and cultural industry, we tend to use the $111.7bn figure. It comes
from the Bureau of Communications and Arts Research: in October
2018, they released analysis showing that ‘cultural and creative activity
contributed $111.7 billion to Australia’s economy in 2016-17’.
Let’s take a closer look at that figure.
While a hundred billion dollars may sound like a lot, did you know
that this figure significantly underestimates our scale — because it
doesn’t include visual art, craft and design?
The report defines the scope of ‘visual arts and crafts’ as:
—
‘Jewellery and silverware manufacturing using precious or
semi-precious metal and stones…
—
‘Jewellery and watch wholesaling… and retailing…
—
‘Professional photographic services… such as weddings.’
It defines the scope of ‘design’ as:
—
‘Architectural services…
—
‘Other specialised design services…
—
‘Advertising services… and media planning and buying…
—
‘Computer systems design and related services…’

right

Illustration by Emily Johnson.
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And the scope of ‘museums’ is ‘the preservation and exhibition of
heritage objects and artefacts as well as visual arts and crafts…’
Omitted are the visual arts, craft and design markets including
the creation, exhibition and sale of contemporary art in public and
commercial galleries, the secondary market of sales at auctions or
through dealers, the work of Aboriginal Art Centres, the workshop and
public programs in museums and galleries, and no doubt a great deal
more. The economic contribution of Australia’s painters, sculptors,
photographers, public artists and so many other contemporary
practices has not been included. And yet visual arts is the artform
practised by more creators than any other, according to Australia
Council research.
We need to develop a more realistic understanding of the scale and
scope of our work, and then ensure that public investment remains at
appropriate levels.
Let’s look at the policy behind all that — because, clearly, a more
comprehensive approach is required.
When we talk policy, we often mention VACS, the Visual Arts &
Crafts Strategy, the ‘formal agreement between the Commonwealth,
State and Territory Governments that supports the Australian
contemporary visual arts sector by providing directed funding for
individual artists, arts and craft organisations, arts events and
artist-run initiatives’.
Did you know, however, that the overwhelming majority of Australia’s
museums and galleries don’t factor into that strategy, because their
ownership structure is within local government? Nor can they apply
to the Australia Council, nor to a range of other specialist programs —
and nor have they been eligible for any COVID-19 income support.
Of course, no funding program can address the entire sector — but
a policy framework should. Indeed, it must. The work of all AMaGA
members should be reflected in national policy.
An important revelation of this crisis period has been the need
for a new compact between federal, state and territory, and local
government. Explicitly including local government is vital to ensuring
that Australia’s got a comprehensive approach to visual arts, craft and
design policy.
The National Association for the Visual Arts leads policy, advocacy
and action for a contemporary arts sector that’s ambitious and fair.
Our 4,000+ Members across Australia are artists, craftspeople,
designers, artsworkers, artist-run spaces, galleries and museums.
Through the Code of Practice for the Visual Art, Craft and Design
Sector, we set best practice standards in collaboration with the
industry. Our professional development and sector development
programs support careers and businesses, and our public engagement
gets key issues onto the national agenda when it counts.
NAVA’s work during this time has focused even more strongly on
Members: direct support, resources and guidance, particularly for
artists and artsworkers navigating this complicated period. Our
weekly National Visual Arts Roundtable was established within a
week of the crisis unfolding, to serve as a valuable reference point
for exchanging policy and protocol advice, risk-managing business
continuity, and responding to one another’s perspectives in a collegiate
forum. Our next step is to start the process towards that new national
policy compact, starting with a national forum in July.
We’ve also been highly vocal, highly visible advocates, working with
colleagues across our sector and across all artforms to articulate issues
with urgency and conviction. The weekly NAVA Advocacy Program is
open to all, culminating in the national day of arts advocacy on
12 August through Arts Day on the Hill.
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Explicitly including local government is vital to
ensuring that Australia’s got a comprehensive
approach to visual arts, craft and design policy.

Creating the future
To reset our future, we need to build the relationships that secure
long-term policy change — not just once-off, not just in an emergency,
but in an ongoing way that can survive changes in government. The
NAVA Advocacy Program outlines that work, but then there’s the
question of what we’re advocating for.
That means drawing out the values that define our work — the ones
we can’t allow this crisis to undermine.
Offering a museum or gallery experience freely and democratically;
inviting visitors to engage with collections in a self-directed,
constructive way; sustaining creative careers; presenting critical
voices; serving and nurturing communities — all of this is fundamental
to Australia’s civic and cultural life.
Our work matters. More than we can imagine.
Let’s honour this, let’s champion this — and let’s draw strength from
what we do together. ■
Esther Anatolitis (based in Melbourne) is Executive Director of NAVA,
Deputy Chair of Contemporary Arts Precincts (Collingwood), and Honorary
Associate Professor at RMIT School of Art, Melbourne.
Citation: Esther Anatolitis, ‘Resetting the future’, AMaGA Magazine, Vol. 28(2),
Australian Museums and Galleries Association, Canberra, July 2020, pp. 18-23.
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2020: Navigating
the Endeavour
Voyage exhibition
through a global
pandemic
Lily Withycombe, Janey Wood and Shona Coyne
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Endeavour Voyage:
The Untold Stories of Cook
and the First Australians
Dr Mathew Trinca

A National Museum
of Australia exhibition
refocusing local
histories in 1770

left

Ashweeni Mason and Warren Forster
sighting the ship’s passing in Alison
Page’s The Message on display in the
Endeavour exhibition at the National
Museum of Australia; reclining viewers
watching the short film. Photo: Jason
McCarthy, National Museum of Australia

As museum Director, I am immensely proud of the latest
exhibition to open at the National Museum of Australia:
Endeavour Voyage: The Untold Stories of Cook and the First
Australians. We are now, more than ever, in a position to benefit
from a new interpretation of the nation’s foundational narrative.
The land James Cook charted, while new to European
eyes, is an ancient continent and home to First Peoples
whose history stretches back more than 65,000 years.
Endeavour Voyage presents many stories of people, place,
and a continuation of cultures. Some are about life on the
ship, while others reveal the perspectives of the First Peoples
of this land and the longer-lasting impact of these first
encounters. Through a wide-ranging program of consultation
and engagement with communities along the east coast of
Australia, including the descendants of those who witnessed
the ship’s passage in 1770, we have been able to present new
dimensions of this story. For the first time, the view from
the shore has been set alongside the view from the ship in
an interconnecting, shared narrative. From some of the
extraordinary material culture of the voyage to multimedia art
reimagining this history, Endeavour Voyage illuminates our
present state as much as it does our past. It is an exhibition to
surprise, move and challenge our audiences.
Like all of our colleagues in museums and galleries across
Australia, we now have to think more deeply and proactively
about the work that we do, and how best to communicate it in
a rapidly changing world. Whether it is via our website or the
physical presentation, I hope that you are able to experience
for yourselves the extraordinary work that is the Endeavour
Voyage exhibition.
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A few years ago, when we began work on the exhibition that would
become the Endeavour Voyage: The Untold Stories of Cook and the
First Australians, we looked ahead to 2020 with some trepidation.
This would be the year, we thought, for the nation to grapple with the
complex and challenging shared histories relating to its foundational
narratives. Across the country, events would variously commemorate,
mourn, and celebrate 250 years since James Cook sailed in the
Endeavour up the east coast of the continent we now know as Australia.
We developed a nuanced approach to enable visitors to explore
multiple perspectives on this history. While the exhibition pivots on
two main viewpoints — the view from the shore and the view from the
ship — it also includes contemporary appraisals of Cook’s first Pacific
voyage and its ongoing impacts. The Endeavour project presents a
rich array of material culture relating to the voyage and associated
collecting, as well as later and contemporary reflections on its legacy.
From Nathaniel Dance’s iconic portrait of James Cook borrowed
from the Royal Museums Greenwich, to new additions to our National
Historical Collection, such as a collection of lightboxes painted by
the Gamba Gamba women Elders at the Hopevale Arts and Culture
Centre in far north Queensland, the exhibition brings together a
diverse array of resonant objects.
We also wanted to create an exhibition that is representative of
the present moment, both in socio-cultural as well as museological
terms. We developed a range of contemporary and sometimes playful
interpretive devices: from the more traditional displays of objects,
text, images and video, to large-scale 3D installations combining
mapped projections and audio, along with commissioned film,
animations, and digital and physical interactives. The latter devices —
both digital and physical interactives — play a particularly important
role. As the subjects of Cook, the Endeavour voyage and its impacts are
so topical, we resolved to provide visitors with numerous opportunities
for participation throughout the exhibition, and the interactives helped
us to increase such contemporary engagement.

above

Four of 12 Hopevale lightboxes on display,
created by the Gamba Gamba Women
at the Hopevale Arts and Culture Centre
in far north Queensland. Photo: George
Serras, National Museum of Australia.
To view these lightboxes in detail,
visit <https://www.nma.gov.au/
exhibitions/endeavour-voyage/
waalumbaal-birri-endeavour-river/
illuminated-contact-stories>.
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We are tired of people
telling our story for us.
We want to tell our story
our way.
(Ray Ingrey, Dharawal people)

Co-curation

Until very recently, the perspectives of First Australians, and in
particular the Gamayngal people of the Kamay (Botany Bay) area,
have been largely missing from dominant narratives about the
Endeavour’s journey — despite there being a wealth of information
about First Nations’ historical encounters in the form of song, dance,
stories and art. Addressing this absence, the Museum partnered with
the Gujaga Foundation and the La Perouse Local Aboriginal Land
Council in telling the story of the first encounter in 1770 between the
First People of this land and the Endeavour’s Captain and crew, and
specifically to co-curate the Kamay (Botany Bay) exhibition module.
In addition to this collaboration with Elders and cultural leaders
from the La Perouse Aboriginal Community in Sydney, we accessed
further skills from external specialists — such as animators from The
Sequence Group and exhibition designers from Thylacine. We came
together through a series of workshops to exchange knowledge and
skills in an environment of trust, transparency, and cultural safety.
Outcomes of this collaboration included ‘Dharawal Dreaming’, an
animated exploration of Dharawal creation stories; and the ‘Eight Days
and Nights’ animation, which projects journal quotes alongside First
Person contemporary reflections onto an animated circular map.
Co-curation aims to achieve authentic, first-person narratives.
Rather than speaking ‘about’ or ‘of’ Indigenous stories, this approach
means that First Peoples take the lead in telling their histories, their
way. The result is a powerful, engaging and authentic experience of
historical events for diverse audiences.
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above

A visitor observing the waterspouts in
the exhibition. Photo: Jason MCarthy,
National Museum of Australia.
right

Salon Hang of objects (both reproduction
and loans) in the 'After the Voyage'
exhibition module. Photo: George
Serras, National Museum of Australia.
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2020: the year of Cook COVID
None of us could have anticipated how the first
half of this year would unfold, or how COVID19 would fundamentally change our perspective
on ‘business as usual’. With museums and other
cultural institutions temporarily closing to the
public across the globe in March, we have all had
to rethink how to deliver our on-site content,
and how best to utilise digital tools and websites
to reach a public visiting us online. In our case,
250 years after the Endeavour’s crew sighted the
Australian east coast (19 April 1770) and later went
ashore on the Dharawal/Gaymangal land of Kamay
(29 April) — significant anniversary dates that
would prompt diverse commemorations across the
country including our own exhibition and public
programming — the Museum had already shut its
doors. Instead of welcoming exhibition visitors,
we were working out how best to repurpose the
content for the NMA’s website.

above

Senior Dharawal Elder Rod Mason teaching children
from the La Perouse area about spearmaking practices.
Photo: Kayla Borman, National Museum of Australia.
left

Installation of spears made by Rod Mason, Senior Dharawal
Elder. Photo: George Serras, National Museum of Australia.
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Interactivity in the Endeavour
Voyage exhibition, and the role
of ‘interactives’
We now turn to some of the interactive and
multimedia elements developed for the
Endeavour project, and review what happened
when transforming an in-gallery experience to
online access – in particular, how we reconceived
interactivity to better suit a post-COVID museum
environment. Interactivity in museums broadly
encompasses a range of in-gallery experiences
that engage audiences more directly today. The
act of walking through an exhibition is inherently
interactive — as thinking, seeing, observing are all
dynamic states. This is particularly the case with
Endeavour Journey, as its design — evoking the ship,
the sea, coastline, land and sky — is an interpretive
strategy in and of itself, employed to orient the
visitor to changing settings and experiences.
The exhibition’s changing ‘landscape’ is directly
conveyed, even while some aspects of the story may
be unfamiliar, surprising or challenging. Visitors
navigate an altering environment and physically
engage with the contrasting viewpoints from the
ship and the shore. To amplify this physicality, we
sought to create embodied experience through multisensory physical interactives that engage hearing,
smell and touch, while also providing a central,
immersive multimedia work that propels visitors
along different journey encounters.
Yet we also define ‘interactive’ more specifically:
to refer to any digital platform or hands-on
experience that invites audience participation
through prompts and/or questions. Such
engagement has the potential to increase affective
learning and meet the expectations and needs of
a wide range of visitors and audience types. Our
digital interactives have also been devised to appeal
to family groups and younger audiences, as well
as those who appreciate new media experiences;
meanwhile the physical interactives aim to
encourage deeper engagement with exhibition
content and provide multisensory experiences
across a spectrum of learning levels. All interactives
are clearly flagged with dedicated labels containing
short, clear text and icons indicating that the visitor
should touch, listen or smell. Rendered in green, a
colour universally associated with ‘go’, these icons
encourage the visitor to engage sensorially with
material in spaces where they might otherwise
feel restrained from doing so.
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Plants: information once
collected — and overlooked
For late-18th century Europe, the greatest achievement of the
Endeavour voyage was the accumulation of ‘new knowledge’. The
Endeavour’s crew included a number of botanists and natural history
illustrators, who collected and categorised thousands of plant and
animal species from the continent of Australia. Perhaps most wellknown were the English botanist Joseph Banks, Swedish naturalist
Daniel Solander, and the Scottish draughtsman Sydney Parkinson.
Yet, their ‘scientific approach’ rarely incorporated meaningful
interactions with the First Peoples encountered, and failed to access
ancient knowledge of their intimately known country.
The aim of the Endeavour Journey’s Knowing Plants interactive is
to bring together two different knowledge systems. This is achieved
by combining the botanical imagery and corresponding written
descriptions from the Endeavour voyage — such as Parkinson’s field
sketches, the botanical prints completed later in England as part of
Banks’ Florilegium, and various journal entries — with information
from Indigenous source communities regarding the language,
significance and use of the plants collected.
Sydney-based creative technology studio Cypha created a digital
platform presenting this data for three locations featured in the
exhibition: Kamay (Botany Bay); Gooragam (Bustard Bay/Seventeen
Seventy); and Waalumbaal Birri (Endeavour River).
Knowing Plants deploys a visually-engaging interface that enables
the user to scroll through all elements available for each plant type,
while the foreground and background images move in a parallax
fashion, mimicking a camera panning across a scene. Most
importantly, this interactive includes audio-visual information of
First Peoples speaking about their particular country and its plant
life, including language names, bush medicine and day-to-day uses
of plants. For example, the Kamay feature prepared on wattangaree
(also known as banksia serrata and old man banksia) includes a video
of Dharawal Elder Rod Mason speaking with his granddaughter

above

Screenshot of Endeavour
Journey’s Knowing Plants.
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Kodie Mason about how women used the banksia flower to transport
fire from camp to camp. Such information creates a rich resource
for understanding the variety of plant life along the east coast of
Australia, while also highlighting some of the information missed
by the Endeavour’s observers.
A related in-gallery drawing activity enables visitors to put
themselves in the mindset of a botanical illustrator. We designed a
simple set-up consisting of a table abutting a wall decorated with a
graphic reproduction of the ship’s ‘Great Cabin’; and commissioned
an illustrator to make an outline copy of Parkinson’s sketch of the
paper daisy (helichrysum rupicola), which was collected at Bustard
Bay (Gooragam, or Sandy Loam country, in the Gooreng Gooreng
language; also known as the town of Seventeen Seventy). The graphic
system reproduces the manner of Parkinson’s own field sketching
style: half-finished with small touches of colour, which were intended
to remind the artist later for a fully-worked botanical illustration, but
here offering a starting-point for visitors to complete their own sketch.

Cross-cultural communication —
understanding/misunderstanding

Instead of
welcoming exhibition
visitors, we were
working out how
best to repurpose
the content for
the website

Another of the exhibition’s digital interactives explores the challenge
of cross-cultural communication. In June-July 1770, the Endeavour
hit a coral shelf in the Great Barrier Reef and nearly sank. Over the
next 48 days ashore, as the crew repaired the ship and replenished
supplies, they encountered the First Peoples of Waalumbaal Birri
(Endeavour River) in far north Queensland (near today’s Cooktown),
and both parties had to work out how to communicate with each
other. Through a combination of mimicry, word repetition, and
cross-referencing, Joseph Banks and Sydney Parkinson recorded the
phonetics of spoken words and noted what they believed to be their
meaning. 250 years later, consultation with fluent Guugu Yimidhirr
language speakers has confirmed the accuracy of some words (such as
gangurru, a word now universally understood to represent the eastern
grey and other kangaroo species), while discerning how other words
were profoundly misunderstood.
The design studio Icelab transformed this communication challenge
into a game. Players are asked to pair Guugu Yimidhirr words with
illustrations and work out correct meanings, without any explicit
instructions to guide them. Incorrect words cause visitors to lose
points, while correct matches provide rewards of further information.
Harold Ludwick, a Bulgun Warra man whose traditional lands lie
west of Cooktown and himself a fluent Guugu Yimidhirr speaker,
recorded all of the audio elements in the Guugu Yimidhirr language.
His friendly voice establishes a welcoming environment in which
players can learn the Guugu Yimidhirr language intuitively. Moreover,
it reinforces a central notion that people don’t have to speak the same
language to begin forming some communication. For instance, when
a participant gets something right the audio responds enthusiastically:
‘Aa nhamu dabaar’— (‘Yes that’s good!’). Or, when taking a long time
to choose an answer you will hear ‘Nhundu nawaigu’ (‘Are you still
there?’). Without English subtitles, the meaning is still intelligible
from the emphasis and tone — reminding players that understanding
involves much more than language knowledge.
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A sailor’s life
Many of the exhibition’s physical interactives were designed to
embody the experience of being aboard the Endeavour in 1770. The
‘ship’ areas of the exhibition are signalled by wooden floorboards laid
on the ground, for visitors literally to step ’aboard’ when entering this
space. Introductions are provided to navigating, map-making, and the
study of specimens collected on shore, along with some of the more
visceral aspects of living within the ship’s cramped confines. Visitors
can test the comfort of a canvas hammock, try out a seat of ease (aka
a sailor’s toilet), and sniff a variety of aromas prevailing on board —
from the bracing sea air to the Admiralty food staple sauerkraut, or
more putrid stenches arising from close-quarters living.
In collaboration with Unison sound, we created a dramatic rendition
of Cook’s, Banks’ and Parkinson’s journal entries recorded between
11–14 June 1770: to convey the terrifying night when the Endeavour
hit a coral reef and nearly sank. Allied to this audio experience is an
arcade-pinball-style game, where a player guides a ball through a
maze to evoke the crew’s experience of steering the ship through the
perilous waters of the Great Barrier Reef.

The view from the shore
At the centre of the Endeavour Voyage exhibition is The Message,
a large-scale, immersive video piece. This was created by filmmaker
Alison Page (a descendant of the Walbanga and Wadi Wadi people
of the Yuin nation) and director Nik Lachajczak, in collaboration
with Indigenous communities along the east coast, particularly
descendants of those whose ancestors witnessed the historic passage
of the ship. Just as our physical interactives provide the chance to
enter the world of the Endeavour in 1770, this powerful reimagining
of the messages of the ship’s arrival being passed north along the
coastline enables visitors to understand what it was like to witness
the ship’s progress from the shore. For this immersive video’s
viewing area, Alison Page designed a contemporary representation
of a ceremonial ground, including a series of screens shaped like
shields, showing evocative images of landscape, dancers, fire and
water, surrounding the audience.

Long-distance communication
An important part of the Endeavour exhibition features a small island
located between the northernmost tip of Australia and Papua New
Guinea. It is known variously by the different clan groups of the
area as Bedanug, Bedhan Lag, Tuidin and Thunadha. Cook named it
‘Possession Island’ when he went ashore and ‘claimed’ it in the name
of the British Crown and King George III.
The different clan groups of this area historically communicated
with each other over great distances using shells such as the bu
(trumpet or conch shell), which can be blown to make a travelling,
sonorous noise, and pearl shell, whose luminous surfaces refract light
over long distances. Senior Curator Shona Coyne, who has worked
closely with different clan groups in the area, was given objects such
as these during her community consultation trips. Visitors to the
exhibition are invited to handle these shells and imagine them being
used to communicate the message of the Endeavour’s presence in the
land and seas of the far north of Australia.

opposite

Visitor reflection space at the exhibition’s
conclusion (detail). Photo: George
Serras, National Museum of Australia.
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Visitors’ reflections
The Endeavour exhibition includes many works that reinterpret the
British ship’s historic journey and its continuing impacts today. The
subject remains topical, and the exhibition is likely to trigger many
different thoughts and feelings in our visitors. It therefore concludes
with an option to offer an opinion. Visitors are invited to respond to
the question, ‘How do you think we should mark the anniversary of
the Endeavour voyage, now and into the future?’ Responses, written
or drawn on paper, are placed within a ledge in a starry landscape
for other visitors to contemplate.

Don’t touch or won’t touch?
A note on interactives post-COVID
Owing to COVID 19, the exhibition’s planned opening, originally
scheduled for early April 2020, was delayed until 2 June 2020. Social
distancing has made us reassess the safety of ‘hands-on’ interactives
and touch-screen surfaces. A few sensory effects (the smells and the
‘seat of ease’) were able to remain unchanged because they do not need
to be touched for activation. Some we could tweak at the instruction
label level. Instead of inviting visitors to touch, instructions were
re-written to ask visitors to ‘look’, ‘inspect’ or ‘imagine’. Visitors
can no longer lie on the hammock, with the only reclining element
now being a ‘Do not touch’ sign draped on the canvas. In the case of
the botanical drawing interactive, we have created an online PDF
version which we have supplemented with slightly more contextual
information so that it can be downloaded from the Endeavour website,
and completed at home. And in the case of the in-gallery experience,
mentioned above, we provided take-home pencils instead of tethering
pens, placed hand sanitiser on worktables, and also at the maze game.
We have implemented a ‘no-touch’ approach for digital screens, whose
home screens now direct visitors to the online versions for them to
access at will on their personal devices.

below

Close up of some visitor reflections
in the exhibition’s conclusion
(detail). Photo: George Serras,
National Museum of Australia.
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Conclusion
The National Museum has created an exhibition — pivoting on the two
contrasting viewpoints of the shore and the ship — that not only reflects
the current socio-cultural and political climate but also utilises recent
trends in multi-viewpoint interpretive and design strategies: those
found to be the most effective in realising our aims. Just as we have
assessed earlier commemorative and anniversary events in our own
research, we recognise that this exhibition is also a product of its time,
to be scrutinised by future generations.
We hope that many aspects of this project will stand the test of time
— most notably, the strong voice of Indigenous curators mobilised,
along with those of other co-curators and creative producers. We also
hope that our interactive, multi-sensory approach will have a lasting
impact on a new generation of museumgoers.
Finally, the legacy of the physical exhibition, as co-created and
co-produced, remains just one part of a much larger undertaking.
All of the platforms and digital outputs used in the Endeavour Journey
project constitute a suite of new resources employed to convey the
diversity of languages, cultures, histories and stories of the First
Peoples when they first encountered the Endeavour in their waters
and Country during some months of 1770. ■
As colleagues who were part of the team collaborating on the
development of the Endeavour project within the National Museum of
Australia, Lily Withycombe has contributed to this article as a Curator;
Janey Wood, as Creative Producer and an Assistant Manager of
Exhibitions; and Shona Coyne as Senior Curator and Head of the Shared
Histories Curatorial Centre.
Citation: Lily Withycombe, Janey Wood and Shona Coyne, ‘2020: Navigating the
Endeavour Voyage exhibition through a global pandemic’, AMaGA Magazine, Vol.
28(2), Australian Museums and Galleries Association, Canberra, July 2020, pp. 24–37.
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Directors' Voices
The challenges of leadership
during the pandemic

Leading and learning as Australia’s
museums respond to a pandemic
In a volatile period when museums are moving into reopening,
after three months of closure in response to the COVID-19 impacts,
it is timely to tap a small cross-section of experiences from our senior
leaders and directors. The response to an invitation was so generous,
in a brief time-window, that it seemed tantalising to wait and gather
more views. However, this tight sampling of experiences indicates
some of the ferment of adjustment that many of our museum leaders
and their staff have been steering in recent months. Their voices below
form a kind of conversation about shared challenges across very
different institutional settings and places. [Ed.]
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Janet Carding
Director
Tasmanian Museum
and Art Gallery
Hobart

Institutional impacts
The closure was shocking for everyone, and happened very quickly
as the situation escalated. But there were some silver linings as
TMAG was able to secure economic stimulus funds to address some
of our maintenance backlog, and front-of-house staff were quickly
reassigned supporting our project to prepare our collection data for
transition to a new CMS. This enabled them to spend valuable time
with the collection, which they enjoyed.

Audience interface
While it was hard to overcome some of the technical limitations
we have, the staff showed that they could quickly translate their
communication skills to digital programming, and it enabled us
to reach audiences in all parts of the state

Reopening issues
The uncertainty, particularly about finances. But also being aware
that we will need to continue to be ready to close again at short-notice,
if the health risk returns. We’re hoping it doesn’t become necessary.

Challenges longer-term
Securing the funds for TMAG to thrive and deliver for its audiences,
during a continuing global recession.

Most affirmative experiences recently
How impressive the talent and ingenuity has once more proved to be,
right across the sector, along with the collegiality. How the importance
of AMaGA as a national peak body has been demonstrated by our
advocacy and information. ■

left

Tasmanian Museum and
Art Gallery, Hobart.
right

Installation shot, Julie Gough: Tense
Past, at Tasmanian Museum and Art
Gallery, 7 June 2019—3 November 2019.
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Institutional impacts
I have commented recently that museum directors are meant to keep
their museums open, not close them! But that is precisely what we have
had to do to keep the community safe in these extraordinary times.
The closure has been very hard for our public and also for our staff.
There’s no doubt that the psychological impacts of closing the doors
has been just as testing as the material impacts of the crisis — that is,
the loss of revenue for organisations that were already cash-strapped,
the challenges in transitioning staff over just a few days to working
from home, and the difficulty of planning programs for a future that
remains so uncertain.
At the same time, I think there have also been some remarkable
shifts in the sector in very short order. The invention and innovation
we’ve seen online has been impressive, as has the way that our people
have so successfully become adept at working from home, using tools
like Microsoft Teams or Zoom. The great adaptability in our museums
and galleries that we’ve relied on in these times has clearly shaped
new skills to build upon for the future.

Audience interface
It has been stirring to see how assiduously museums and galleries
have worked to connect with audiences in new ways in a sudden crisis.
As they closed their doors these organisations had to cope not just
with maintaining their own people online while working from home
but also increasing engagement with their publics digitally.
We’ve sensed a great desire from our audiences to use our
organisations as a reflexive space for expressing their thoughts
and feelings about what they were encountering. For example,
the public response was clear and immediate when the National
Museum launched ‘Bridging the Distance’, an online project to record
our nation’s collective experiences of COVID-19. Of course, not
everything we have done has been an overnight success; but the way
we’ve been rapidly prototyping online, with staff developing new
skills in terms of digital delivery and engagement, has been wholly
affirmative. Those new capabilities we now take with us into the future.

Reopening issues
There is no doubt that re-opening the National Museum on June 2 was
a lot harder than closing the doors on March 24. There was so much
work needed to train our staff for the new circumstances they would be
working in: continually liaising with government health officials about
what we could and couldn’t do; and testing and retesting procedures to
ensure that we keep our staff and visitors as safe as possible. We were
fortunate to have a major exhibition, Endeavour Voyage: The Untold
Stories of Cook and the First Australians, to unveil as we opened — and
our new adaptations needed for the project’s public engagement are
covered separately in this issue of the AMaGA Magazine. This remains a
dynamic situation, with changes in operating protocols and allowances
occurring virtually every week since re-opening, while dealing with
a new and diverse range of public expectations — ranging from some
visitors expecting acutely stringent protocols to those being averse to
any restrictions on their experience. I expect such stretching conditions
to remain a feature of our operating environment for some time.

Dr Mathew Trinca AM
Director
National Museum of Australia
Canberra
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Our museums and galleries have never been more
important as trusted sources of information and
places that demonstrate the best of what our
culture and society is capable of.

Challenges longer-term
One of the most challenging aspects of this crisis has been the lack of
real knowledge about COVID-19’s evolving presence and long-term
impacts, which produces conditions that people soon find exhausting.
The capacity to absorb uncertainty, including collective fear, has finite
limitations. And coming after last summer’s bushfire impacts, people
are noticeably more on edge about what the future holds.
Institutionally, the crucial long-term challenge will be the sheer
difficulty of maintaining our organisations sustainably into the
future. The prospect of significant job cuts and program reductions
looms inevitably as the economy braces for a difficult period and
the prolonged effects of the pandemic. I worry particularly about
the loss of a whole generation of young museum workers; entry-level
opportunities are drying up while so often these people have the least
permanent working arrangements of any of our staff. We have to make
sure that we don’t lose the people who will be needed to carry these
institutions into the future.

Most affirmative experiences recently
The pandemic has confirmed for me the central importance of our
great public institutions in the life of the nation. Our museums and
galleries have never been more important as trusted sources of
information and places that demonstrate the best of what our culture
and society is capable of. It is a great fortune to work in these places,
as we all know. But the resounding affirmation of our organisations
and the part they can play in helping communities deal with whatever
they are going through adds another layer of meaning and relevance to
what we do.
I was impressed when our ‘Bridging the Distance’ project-launch
online gained such a quick public response. One early post said
simply: ‘I have been waiting for something like this’. What more could
we ask than for our work to make a difference in people’s lives, at a
time when they need it most?
We have spoken a lot in recent years about the social role of
museums and the key values they demonstrate and perform for their
publics. The varied responses to a sudden national crisis have shown
clearly why it is worth investing in these important social institutions,
and how they can sustain and support communities everywhere. ■
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Institutional impacts
The WA Museum is in the final months of fit-out for its $400m new
Western Australian Museum, opening in November 2020. Building
it during a global economic downturn was challenging. Finishing it
during a global pandemic has required extraordinary efforts.
I am and will always be grateful to our staff, our contractors and our
suppliers for their commitment over this period. At a time when many
people were working from home, this was not an option for people
preparing and installing exhibits or building exhibitions. That we are
still on schedule is a testimony to the skill and dedication of all involved.

Audience interface
We have learned a great deal from this experience — and, in some
cases, we have been able to turn adversity into a virtue.
Obviously, we have needed to focus on digital access and, as a result,
hopefully become far better at using this medium. In particular,
we have utilised our social media channels to increase our reach.
Whilst our museums have been closed to the public, several of our
front of house staff have been busy creating new video content for our
virtual visitors through a program called Distant Discoveries. We have
also been creating short videos for our new Museum Digital Platform
which will be an integral part of the new museum experience.
One of our key considerations is the suggestion, from national
research, that whilst visitors may be keen to come back, they may
be less inclined to engage with interactive exhibits.

Reopening issues
I would suggest that one of the key issues is managing expectations
of staff, volunteers and visitors with restricted numbers, physical
distancing, increased hygiene and cleaning requirements, and limited
interactive experiences.

Challenges longer-term
These fall into two categories: firstly, opening those venues that were
closed during the pandemic. Secondly, opening the Perth site after
four years of closure and now in the middle of a pandemic.
With regard to the former, the challenge in the first place was letting
people know that we had re-opened for business when a lot of other
cultural and sporting institutions had not.

Alec Coles
CEO
Western Australian Museum
Perth
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Now there are all the issues of physical distancing, increased cleaning
regimes, hygiene practices, temperature testing, etc. Most of these
were resolved, including implementing passive temperature testing
equipment manufactured locally. The only visitor resistance was to
providing contact details — and I think there were only one or two
instances of this.
The main issue that will impact these venues and, in particular,
the New Museum, is the possible ongoing physical distancing
requirements and, in particular, in WA, the retention of hard borders,
both internationally and domestically to the Eastern States. Overall,
some 40% of our visitors come from out of state and this is going
to impact on a whole range of indicators, not least secondary spend
(retail, food and beverage, etc.)
Furthermore, any publicly funded cultural institution is likely to
find the coming months and years challenging. Governments, state
and federal, will be looking at the double whammy of crippling
debt, combined with an expectation of increased spend in the areas
required to deal with a pandemic — e.g. health, education, policing
and border security.
At a time when it could be argued that we need investment in our
cultural facilities more than ever, there will be increasing competition
for the contents of a shrunken pot.
above

New Western Australian Museum,
opening November 2020. Photo:
Michael Haluwana, Aeroture.
opposite

A remotely operated vehicle being used
to take images of the wreck of HMAS
Sydney II. Exhibition image from Deep
Light: Illuminating the wrecks of Sydney and
Kormoran. Photo courtesy Curtin University
and the WA Museum. © WA Museum

Most affirmative experiences recently
Collaboration. Few of us are fortunate enough to have unlimited
resources, so forming partnerships to achieve mutual goals is the way
forward. We can achieve so much, working together. Collections WA
is our most recent example: working with AMaGA Western Australia
and a cross-sector collections working group, this digital platform is
making the collections and stories held in small collecting institutions
available to a world-wide audience. ■
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Rhana Devenport ONZM
Director
Art Gallery of South Australia
Adelaide

Institutional impacts
Very quickly we developed new multi-layered communication channels
for staff and volunteers to keep everyone abreast of our fast-changing
circumstances. What our ten-week temporary closure unexpectedly
afforded was dedicated time to undertake deep cleaning of the Gallery,
collection storage and external spaces; long-term pest analysis and
control; extensive back-of-house rationalisation and refresh; and the
relocation of certain works of art. Rehangs throughout the Gallery were
also possible as the installation and registration teams were permitted to
keep working on site within precautionary guidelines. Keeping our team
and the collection safe continue to be primary concerns.

Audience interface
In many ways our Public Programs and Education teams led our
artistic program during closure, with 90 activities for art projects
to make at home available online within a week of closure; the
presentation of our NEO teen program (entirely online) connecting
more than 1000 teenagers across Australia; and our Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Island Art in the Classroom Seminars for teachers
presented live nationally. In addition, our digital acceleration focused
strongly on the 2020 Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art: Monster
Theatres with over 25 video interviews, virtual walkthroughs and live
discussions available online.

Reopening issues
Responding rapidly to the shifting restrictions (for both staff and
visitors) as outlined in the state’s ‘Road to Recovery’ has been a
challenge to negotiate — although we have seen a relatively rapid
relaxation of restrictions taking place in SA over the three weeks
since reopening. Contact Tracing has also been a new requirement
for visitors, and has placed new demands on our Security team.
The deferment of our Volunteer Program and Public and Education
Programs have also brought significant changes to our visitor
experience. Along with other arts leaders, I have participated in
regular webinars with the Premier (who is also South Australia’s Arts
Minister); these online gatherings have been both informative and
discursive, providing direct communication back to my team and
also to the federal Minister, Paul Fletcher, in relation to particular
urgencies encountered by the cultural sector.

Challenges longer-term
As for all museums across the world, our exhibition program has been
radically recalibrated with cancellations, deferments, and a considered
rethinking of what is possible. AGSA’s three flagship exhibition
projects — the Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art, Tarnanthi: Festival
of Contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art, and the
Ramsay Art Prize all focus on contemporary Australian art, so the

top

Installation view: 2020 Adelaide
Biennial of Australian Art: Monster
Theatres featuring Bay of Sick by Mikala
Dwyer, Art Gallery of South Australia,
Adelaide. Photo: Saul Steed.
above

Art Gallery of South Australia, March
2020, with 2020 Adelaide Biennial
banners. Photo: Saul Steed.
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massive disruptions in international travel have not affected us as
much as they have other art museums. The tremendous and fertile
resource that is AGSA’s Collection is foremost in our minds as the
engine for rethinking future exhibitions. Partnerships and collegial
collaborations are essential across the country moving forward.

Most affirmative experiences recently
What has provided constant solace is the sustaining support of
philanthropists, partners and our audiences, as we continue to navigate
through our constantly shifting circumstances together. Artists are at
the heart of who we are, and we have been pleased to have been able to
redirect philanthropic support to offer Artist Bursaries for the first time
to South Australian artists via AGSA’s reinvigorated South Australian
Artists Fund. As a member of the CIMAM Board (International
Committee for Museums of Modern and Contemporary Art), I have
also been made aware of the extreme conditions facing many of our
colleagues across the globe. The CIMAM Precautions (https://cimam.
org/resources-publications/precautions-museums-during-covid-19pandemic/) and Rapid Response Webinars have provided iterative
perspectives on how museums are negotiating their situations. The
value of culture, the critical role of cultural organisations as shared
spaces for creative experience, and the essential role that artists play in
our world in providing insight, transcendence and criticality, has never
been more acutely highlighted. ■
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Institutional impacts
MAGNT was fortunate to retain all 15 of our casual Visitor Experience
staff through our eight weeks of closure. We offered all 15 staff
an equivalent number of hours per week, for weekdays only, and
paired each of them with a back-of-house staff member. This
additional support, principally in collections, but also in curatorial
and exhibitions, was invaluable in progressing numerous projects.
It had the added advantage of instilling strong morale through the
organisation and upskilling our Visitor Experience staff.

Audience interface
Many museums and art galleries prioritised continuing to engage
with their audiences during closure, and MAGNT was no different.
Like other cultural institutions during the closure, we used this
opportunity as the catalyst to undertake a digital Connect Campaign
activation. Connect enabled us to reach audiences through borderless
means, no matter where they are.
A dedicated landing page was developed to integrate all MAGNT’s
disciplines onto one page and promoted via social media. Visitors
can access fun and educational activities like word searches, wildlife
sightings and online artist talks.
Connect also gives a unique insight into the inner workings of a
cultural institution through short videos, from conservation, to natural
science collections to what a curator’s role is. The vignettes published
on MAGNT’s social media channels enable the audience to get to
know MAGNT’s people, and how the team’s scientific research
and commitment to the arts contributes invaluably to the community.
The YouTube and social media videos are very well received. We
endeavour to continue to deliver compelling content on MAGNT’s
digital channels. While this digital pivot was a worthwhile activity,
I suspect the audience that most benefited was not our day-today visitors, but our staff and other museum colleagues through
strengthened morale.
The highly anticipated annual Telstra National Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Art Awards is traditionally held on the tropical lawns
of MAGNT in August. This year, MAGNT worked with Telstra to
reimagine the Awards Ceremony due to the circumstances we all face.
The reimagined digital Telstra NATSIAA Awards Ceremony will be
delivered online on Friday 7 August. The Awards will capture the true
essence of Telstra NATSIAA event, celebrating and acknowledging the
awards category winners and 65 finalists as they deserve. The online
event will reach even broader audiences, hopefully engaging those who
may not have even known the significance of Telstra NATSIAA.
Telstra and MAGNT have committed to bring the Telstra NATSIAA
exhibition experience online. Audiences can access the exhibition
through an immersive ‘in-exhibition’ journey. We are thrilled to
deliver this experience which offers new capabilities including
virtually moving around the gallery, getting up close to the artwork
in detail, and reading the labels.

Marcus Schutenko
Director
MAGNT (Museum and Art Gallery
of the Northern Territory), Darwin
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Reopening issues
70% of visitors to MAGNT are interstate or overseas visitors. As such,
the financial viability of our commercial operations, while borders
remain closed, has been a significant issue. Some operations are
viable, with others are not until the borders reopen.

Challenges longer-term
In recent decades museums and art galleries have pivoted from a
research focus to an audience focus. One key audience is children.
To engage children, museums have developed discovery centres
and interactive aspects of their gallery displays. It is being said that
physical distancing will be with us into the future. What does this
mean for discovery centres and interactive displays in our museums
and art galleries?

Most affirmative experiences recently
above

Nyapanyapa Yunupingu: The Moment
Eternal, Museum and Art Gallery
Northern Territory, Darwin, continuing
until 25 October 2020. Photo:
Merinda Campbell, MAGNT.

People have been incredibly understanding of situations where
COVID-19 has impacted our operations. This is not only during
our closure, but in our activities moving forward. MAGNT has been
working at an amazingly hectic pace over the last five years, and
COVID-19 has allowed us to start taking a more measured pace in
our ongoing development. ■
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above

Nyapanyapa Yunupingu: The Moment
Eternal, Museum and Art Gallery
Northern Territory, Darwin, continuing
until 25 October 2020. Photo:
Merinda Campbell, MAGNT.
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Kim McKay AO
Director and CEO
Australian Museum
Sydney

Institutional impacts
Call it luck or happenstance, but the Australian Museum (AM),
the nation’s first museum, was already closed for our major
transformation known as Project Discover when COVID-19 forced
the closure of cultural institutions in NSW. It’s only the second time
in our history that the Museum has been closed for any length of time,
the first being during the ‘Spanish Flu’ pandemic in 1918.
We had planned and budgeted for the AM to be closed for around 14
months from August 2019 until October 2020. We’re now in the final
throes of this $57.5 million renovation to the AM, which incorporates a
new lobby space, a Grand Hall — which is the ‘heart’ of the museum and
is the length of three tennis courts — a new 1,000sqm touring exhibition
hall in the basement, a new café and shop, new cloaking and amenities
(new bathrooms on every level), new education rooms, a new member’s
lounge and a central staircase. It’s an incredibly exciting time for us.
The biggest impact of COVID-19 has been on our 300 staff, who
have been working from home since the lock-down in March, while
construction workers have been able to continue building throughout.
We quickly surveyed our team, and within a week had everyone up
and running at home with laptops and screens to ensure they could
work effectively. Our executive team met daily via TEAMS for the first
three months, and we also met regularly with the other NSW Cultural
Institutions to ensure we were all in synch.
We’ve had a ‘skeleton crew’ on deck at the AM, including me, and
I’ve written a daily blog to our staff, telling them what’s happening
at the AM with Project Discover and providing other work updates,
including discoveries by our scientists and projects underway in
various groups. The feedback to this regular communication from
staff has been so positive, and has reminded me that as a CEO you
need to communicate, communicate and then communicate more!

Audience interface
When it looked as though schools would also be shutting down, we
created a new online portal: AM Inside Out, which has had tens of
thousands of new visitors coming to the AM website. The portal has
diverse content for anyone interested in natural science or culture or
who wants to learn. As well as repurposing existing web content, our
resourceful digital team, with the help of others across the AM, also
created lots of new content. We’ve been running online meetings with
our donors and sponsors, to keep them up to date with news at the AM;
and have been communicating regularly with Members, offering them
special opportunities for new online experiences.

Reopening issues
Working within NSW Government guidelines, we’ve planned our
reopening to comply with existing COVID-19 social distancing
restrictions (the 4sqm rule) as well as the possibility of more relaxed
conditions when we officially reopen the AM in Spring, once Project
Discover is completed. This has meant detailed planning for each AM

above

Architect’s rendering of AM
redevelopment, interior perspective.
Image courtesy of the Australian Museum.
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Gallery space as well as other public spaces like the entrance pavilion,
lobby, and the Grand Hall. In addition, we’ve done a lot of planning
work back-of-house to ensure staff will be able to operate effectively.
We want our reopening in Spring to be a major public celebration,
and we’ve had to amend our exhibition schedule. As widely known,
due to COVID-19, the Tutankhamun exhibition global tour has been
postponed — so we’ve had to quickly source a new opening exhibition,
which has been accomplished.
We are very excited about reopening to the public with a rich
program of engagement activities as well as a raft of ‘official’ opening
events. Our team’s resilience and commitment to problem solve, turn
on a dime, and come up with a whole new theme to reopen our new
facilities has been impressive — and all geared to our local audience.
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We’re resolutely ambitious for the future, so we
will recover from this stretching period and the
experiences we’ve all gained will help us build a
more resilient, adaptable and creative sector.

Challenges longer-term
Usually the Australian Museum’s visitors comprise 20% international
tourists, 20% domestic tourists and 60% locals. We envisage that for
the first 18 months after reopening we’ll be targeting local visitors
– but an increased number of those, and our programming and
exhibitions reflect this shift.
Revenues will be impacted, as it wasn’t in our plans to open a new
facility during a period of such immense disruption. However,
this is a great opportunity to reconnect with our local audience in
new ways, and to build our membership during a time when the
community will be excited to return to one of their most loved and
trusted institutions. We’re also bedding-in a new Corporate Strategic
Plan, which encompasses issues such as Climate Change and greater
emphasis on First Nations voices as well as significantly upgraded care
for our Collections (the AM has the largest collection in the Southern
Hemisphere with more than 21.9m objects and specimens valued at
over a billion dollars).

Most affirmative experiences recently
This has been a great time to challenge our AM team and they’ve
produced extraordinary work during the shut-down. I’ve been amazed
by their resilience, and feel we’ve developed great new ways of
communicating with each other whether onsite at the AM or working
from home. Colleagues’ adaptability and creativity in a time of ‘crisis’
has really been impressive.
Another good experience has been the positive support of our
donors — in this tough year, we’ve managed to raise more money
than ever before in the AM’s history! Yes, we’ve had a great project to
coalesce around in Project Discover; but even our general donations
have significantly increased as the museum community rallies around
the natural science, culture and education experiences the institution
provides. We’ve also enjoyed the benefit of the NSW Government’s
commitment to improving our cultural institutions, and the collegiate
atmosphere engendered among us has been rewarding.
I think the role of leadership at this time is acutely important, and
this has meant that my senior team and I have had to step up — to show
our commitment and determination, and also our vulnerability.
I’ve been onsite most days during the lock-down, to demonstrate to
our builders and the team that I’m here maintaining a watchful eye, and
ensuring communication is open and free flowing. We’re resolutely
ambitious for the future, so we will recover from this stretching period
and the experiences we’ve all gained will help us build a more resilient,
adaptable and creative sector.
I’m excited about the future, and the role of the Australian Museum
and other major cultural institutions in our city, state and nation. ■
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David Ellis
Director
Museums and Cultural
Engagement
University of Sydney

Institutional impacts
It has been a challenging few months as we approach the final weeks of
design and installation of both new exhibitions and the new Chau Chak
Wing Museum building itself for a formal opening. Endless Zoom
meetings have been arranged, as we collectively solve problems related
to the building-launch for the new museum, as well as the curation and
physical design of a complete suite of new exhibitions for the opening
period. Simple corridor chats that would usually assist in solving
issues quickly are now dealt with through more formal meetings. Most
significant of all changes resulting from the pandemic’s social impact
is that the museum’s opening has been delayed to 18 November 2020.

Audience interface

Find the unexpected
Chau Chak Wing Museum
Opening November
sydney.edu.au/museum

Our investment over the past few years in digitising collections is paying
off exponentially as we increase digital engagement in our program and
ongoing public interface. Social media is enabling a higher impact in
keeping our audiences interested, informed and engaged.

Reopening issues
How do we launch a whole new museum during times of social
distancing? We have needed to re-think many aspects of the
traditional museum experience – e.g. the use of interactive touch
screens and other means of engaging and more deeply informing
audiences today. Most important for a university setting: How do
we undertake object-based learning and our traditional hands-on
approach to collections in this more complex environment of social
distancing while a pandemic prevails?

Challenges longer-term

above

Poster for the opening of the
new Chau Chak Wing Museum
at the University of Sydney.
right

The new Chau Chak Wing Museum
under construction.Designed
by Johnson Pilton Walker.

University-based museums and collections are bracing themselves for
the wider financial impact of COVID-19 on the university sector as a
whole. This impact will be felt most in 2021.

Most affirmative experiences recently
Strangely, the easy adaptability of Zoom and Webinar meetings in bringing
people together electronically has brought the international university
museums and collections sector closer together as a community. ■
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Dr Jim Thompson
CEO
Queensland Museum
Brisbane

Institutional impacts
While COVID-19 impacts from a financial perspective are obvious and
will be long-lasting, there are more subtle and perhaps far-reaching
impacts to consider. It is not so fundamental that we need to ask
ourselves what is our purpose (that hasn’t changed overnight). But it is
about how we do our business, how our staff should or can work, and
what our post-COVID audiences are looking for.

Audience interface
Like many museums we focused heavily on improving our digital
offering during the COVID closure. Access to our collection, and
getting as much information online to assist with parents teaching
at home has been our focus. This has been a good exercise and
highlighted the need to continue to build our systems and advance
digitising the collection so that we can maximise online engagement.
However, it has been important for the Queensland Museum Network
to welcome back our visitors. Museums are meant to be open and we
have worked hard to meet the new needs. Seeing the infection spike
unfold in Victoria this week has really driven home the need to handle
the emergency properly. As a prominent public institution, we have to
do the right thing. Public trust depends on us acting responsibly when
a public health crisis demands it.

Reopening issues
While re-opening has been challenging, I have been often reminded
during the COVID pandemic that at difficult times it is easy to blame
others for your plight. As I learned in my previous life in Biosecurity
Queensland, where we would encourage those caught up in emergency
situations to avoid a victim mentality, you must find your way through
a crisis and take control of what you can.

A parent recounted
that during the
lockdown, her
5-year-old would
pack his bag every
morning and ask if
he could go to the
museum today, only
to be told the ‘germ’
was still around and
he had to wait.
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Challenges longer-term
I have no doubt that COVID-19 will result in permanent changes, and
we will need to be more adaptable than in the past. Perhaps the most
obvious challenge will be in relation to staff. Staff have responded
very well to working from home, but this is not possible for all. I worry
that many people will not be comfortable returning to the workplace
for some time while a health threat remains.
It is important to work with staff and volunteers to find ways to
resume on-site activities that work best for all. Similarly, we have
had displaced staff (normally with front-of-house roles) take on other
jobs within the museum during the closure period. Their willingness
and skills in taking on tasks such as collection management,
stocktaking and maintenance has been wonderful to experience, and
has highlighted the potential of many staff to learn new skills and
contribute in innovative ways if given the opportunity. We need to
maintain this potential for ongoing adaptation.

Most affirmative experiences recently
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NASA – A Human Adventure,
2019. Photo: Gary Cranitch.

The sight of a grown man jumping with delight and yelling ‘We’re
back’ as he came into the Museum on Day 1 of re-opening was great
to see. To witness the impact we have on diverse audiences and their
love for the organisation is why we want to keep bringing them back.
A parent recounted that during the lockdown, her 5-year-old would
pack his bag every morning and ask if he could go to the museum
today, only to be told the ‘germ’ was still around and he had to wait.
True to his wish, he was back with his parents on Day 1, very much
enjoying his return to ‘normality’. ■
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Institutional impacts
In the early days, there was often conflicting advice being given
from medical experts and leaders, which was difficult to navigate for
audience-centred public institutions. There was also anxiety in the
general population about health risks, and this translated across to
our staff and the sector locally. However, common sense prevailed and
social distancing and flexible work arrangements were fairly quickly
put in place, to make sure everyone was as comfortable as possible.

Audience interface
There was a rapid ‘pivoting’ to digital platforms for both our
everyday work and engagement with audiences — this was
extraordinary to experience.
The digital platform for museums and galleries will continue to
grow long-term, perhaps more quickly than before.

Simon Elliott
Deputy Director
Collection &
Exhibitions
QAGOMA, Brisbane

Reopening issues
We developed an extensive and detailed ‘re-opening plan’ that was
approved by Queensland Health. In the process, we learnt a lot about
managing in a crisis and the importance of clear communication with
staff and stakeholders. After a period of closure, I think our audiences
have developed a new-found appreciation for the importance of
galleries, museums and cultural entertainment. Long may it last.

Challenges longer-term
Looking ahead, we continue to progress our major design exhibition
scheduled for summer, The Motorcycle: Design, Art, Desire. This 150-year
history of the innovation and social impact of the motorcycle requires
loans from France, the US and New Zealand as well as across Australia.
There are still risks associated with being able to successfully
implement such an ambitious exhibition within international and
national border restrictions, but we remain optimistic. In part, our
resolve is in response to our audiences who seem so keen to physically
return to museums en masse, especially to experience such a
broad-appeal exhibition.

Most affirmative experiences recently
It has been a joy to welcome visitors back to the Queensland Art
Gallery, albeit with social-distancing mechanisms in place. Plus,
we learnt that we could continue to be productive as staff working
remotely. We had to adapt quickly on so many fronts to the changing
circumstances, and those lessons will remain with us for many years.
Finally, as a result of the home-schooling period, I think that many staff
members with school-aged children have a renewed appreciation for
what schools and teachers do — perhaps also shared by their children! ■
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Mock up for The Motorcycle: Design,
Art, Desire’ July 2020. Image
courtesy QAGOMA, Brisbane.
opposite

Ai Weiwei's Boomerang, 2006, in the
Queensland Art Gallery watermall until 8
August 2021. Photo: Chloe Callistemon
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Culture, Time and Value
What factors shape
heritage and cultural
worth?
Julian Meyrick and Tully Barnett
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For those working in the cultural sector, the issue of how to frame,
evidence and affirm the value of arts and culture continues to weep
like an open wound, despite all the methodological cleverness we
throw at it. This is worth investigating. We live in a world that can
launch rockets into space, split the atom and eradicate smallpox.
Yet assessing the value of Maurizio Cattelan’s Comedian (a banana
taped to a gallery wall) resists any consensus.
This recalcitrance is never more evident than in culture’s
official interactions with government: in funding discussions and
infrastructure planning; in the quasi-robotic speeches politicians make
at exhibition openings; in the appearance of the arts (or, more usually,
not) in election campaigns; and in the tortured rhetoric around cultural
controversies — on vivid display right now as the Western Australian
government tries to explain the policy logic that allowed mining
company Rio Tinto to destroy the irreplaceable heritage site
of the Juukan Gorge caves in the Pilbara.
Examples like this show how addressing the problem of value
so easily degenerates into a search for the perfect quantitative
measurement method, an extraction mentality grounded in maths,
margins, and the clever use of technology. It is a search destined to
misrepresent the objects it seeks to appraise. And for good reason:
the main one being because of value’s tricky relationship with time.
It seems obvious to say it, but value is a time-based concept, and
culture is an experience that occurs in time. When value-as-time
meets culture-in-time, the results are acts of judgement that express
themselves in time-related ways. ‘This book’, we say, holding its
yellowing pages in our hands, ‘is old’. ‘This painting’, we comment,
looking at its use of advanced graphic effects, ‘is new’. But such
arrowing of time is loaded, and the terms we use poke out in more than
one direction. A book can be physically old, while the ideas in it leap
out as fresh and compelling. An artwork may be newly created, but
in a form and content that has lost any claim to originality. Cultural
artefacts, tangible and intangible, are the subject of conflicting frames
of temporal understanding. Something considered in poor taste one
year, or regarded with indifference, may be sought-after art the next —
the same object in every respect materially and aesthetically,
but now seen through a different lens of interpretation.
If the world of arts and culture is never still, neither are the
conversations about value that swirl about it. As we write this article,
statues of the 18th-century slave traders Robert Milligan and Edward
Colston have been torn down in the UK, and a new Commission
for Diversity in the Public Realm is charged to review London’s
landmarks. Sadiq Khan, London’s Lord Mayor, has declared:
We must ensure that we celebrate the achievements and diversity
of all in our city and that we commemorate those who have made
London what it is — that includes questioning which legacies are
being celebrated.
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Julian Meyrick.
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Tully Barnett.
opposite

Tangkuinyendi Yabarra, a cultural
work projected at North Terrace in
Adelaide, co-created by Karl Telfer /
Yellaka and Cindi Drennan / illuminart
and presented by Adelaide Fringe
in 2016. Photo: Craig Laurendet.

In the US, there is vigorous debate about the renaming of military
bases honouring Confederate generals, and the banning of the
Confederate flag at major public events because of its connections
with slavery. All value judgments are contingent, because valuing and
revaluing are human responses to encounters in time. As times change,
so do our judgments of value.
The economic sociologist David Stark, in his influential 2009 book
The Sense of Dissonance,1 argues that there is no singular notion of
value, only multiple ‘orders of worth’. These play out not as static ends
but fluid means; as a refusal to distinguish between ‘value’ (as in price)
and ‘values’ (as in principles); and as a call to subsume both in the
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larger task of evaluation. As an expression of human understanding,
such a process is both self-aware and ubiquitous. We evaluate all the
time and in time: as individuals, families, professionals, professional
groups, and through the decision-making processes of governments.
We evaluate risks, benefits, opportunities and costs, the making
of private and public choices. Evaluation reflects the frames of
understanding and conventions from which it arises. No judgement
of value is without the biases of the system within which it operates.2
Stark recognises that while evaluation might aspire to being objective,
it is in fact an inherently partial and contentious activity.
Stark provides one of the most persuasive approaches to the problem
of valuing culture that has emerged from the parade of academic
disciplines claiming it as their own: philosophy, theology, social and
political theory, anthropology and sociology. If a short history of the
problem were to be compiled, it would be seen to pass through each of
these in turn, like the moving shadow of a sundial. Today it has been
absorbed into — in effect, dominated by — economics, particularly
neo-classical economics, with its plethora of mathematical models
and methods that frame evaluation as the application of a blunt
‘value = price x quantity’ formula.
Such algebraic calculation is the opposite of what Stark proposes.
It positions value as fixed not fluid, as extracted not situated, as
impartially-computed rather than humanly-perceived. The distinction
between value and values is re-inscribed by neo-classical economics:
the former objective, measurable and pertinent; the second subjective,
indeterminate and irrelevant.
In the gap between the two, time fades as an axis for human
judgement, replaced by a dump-truck of abstract classifications that
governments favour because they seem to sit outside the temporal
realm altogether: ‘policy dimensions’ expressed as generic nouns:
cultural economy; cultural education; cultural governance; cultural
participation; culture and gender; culture and communication; and
heritage. The last category, ‘heritage’, is particularly thorny because
it points up all that is left out of neo-classical economics’ flat-earth
idea of time. Deprived of a meaningful temporal anchorage, ‘heritage’
becomes a conceptual Third Drawer Down, into which all manner
of unrelated items can be tipped. ‘There is no definitive accounting
or legal definition of [heritage], and these vary widely in different
contexts’, comments Susan Wild,3 whose research focuses on what
accountants can learn from studying Indigenous cultures. She considers
contemporary characterisations of ‘heritage’ by governments:

The words we
use to classify
arts and culture
limit not only
what we can say
about its value,
but the whole
understanding
of its place in
our lives.

Classifications have included: collections of art, artefacts and
specimens held in public galleries, museums, libraries and
scientific and educational institutions; public gardens, iconic
landholdings such as national parks, historic trees, streetscapes,
vistas and landscapes; civic and historic buildings, public
memorials, statues, fountains and sculptural works; historical
memorabilia; and other tangible and intangible items which
represent publicly expressed social and cultural interests and
activities. (Wild 2013: 4)
Put another way: anything and everything not classified somewhere
else. It is government’s relationship with key terms of policy capture
that is most concerning here. Words like ‘heritage’ turn up in official
evaluation frameworks as touchstone metaphors of one kind or
another. The link between particular terms and the economicsdominated measurement methods isn’t entirely spurious; yet it isn’t
clear-cut either. Those in cultural institutions dealing with government
soon find themselves inhabiting a twilight zone of quasi-rational
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Dion Parker, All my friends are dead,
2020. Image courtesy the artist
<dion.parker@gmail.com>.
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bureaucratic logic, where certain policy words take on an incantatory
quality through their enforced repetition: ‘excellence’, ‘engagement’,
‘relevance’, ‘innovation’.
Another issue meriting attention is how language, classification
and conceptions of value work together to produce this wonk world.
Information infrastructure theorists Geoffrey Bowker and Susan
Star identify three goals underpinning a classification system for
evaluating outcomes: comparability, visibility and control. In this
perspective, government’s incantatory key policy terms make
incomparable things comparable, invisible things visible, and
uncontrolled things (potentially) controllable. But do they? Or does
evaluation get caught up in a dust devil of assumptions, our methods
laid low by the reluctance of cultural experience to fit their hubristic
prescriptions? Lack of ‘evidence’ is more like lack of ‘fit’ between
words and the world.4
To Bowker and Star’s three goals of comparability, visibility and
control, we can add a fourth: commensurability. When governments
evaluate something (anything) they need a language that allows them
to standardise and aggregate its individual occurrences. The words
we use to classify arts and culture limit not only what we can say
about its value, but the whole understanding of its place in our lives.
This would be troublesome enough if classification weren’t such a
political minefield. Susan Wild highlights the way neo-conservative
government ideologies in the UK, the US and Australia in the 1980s
and 1990s led to significant changes in the regulation of nature and
the environment. Wild emphasises: ‘The underlying intention of those
driving public accounting reforms was to shift the ethos of the public
service, and to radically reorient its function in society’ (Wild: 6).
Cue neoliberalism, as it has latched onto neo-classical economics
over the last thirty years and allied with the deracinating logic of
New Public Management (NPM) and its well-known second-order,
instrumental progeny: business modelling, return on investment,
and cost-benefit analyses. If time is challenging to conceive for any
economics-dominated evaluation process, then in NPM it ceases to
exist altogether. ‘Return on investment’ and ‘demonstrated benefit’
become immediate return and demonstrated benefit now.
In that part of neo-classical economics dealing with time and value,
Discounted Utility theory (DU), time is measured as a stream of finite
benefits, usually monetary benefits, apportioned at a progressively
lower rate of return, known as the discount rate. That is, DU describes
the value of something (again: anything) as necessarily less if we don’t
have access to it in the present. In contrast to Stark’s multiple forms
of worth, neo-classical economists, and even more so NPM’s ‘new
managerialists’, assume that benefits achieved now are always worth
more than benefits accruing in the future.
The present becomes ‘time-zero’ — a revealing turn of phrase — and
DU’s logic works back to this moment of imagined maximum return as
the ideal point of policy address. In other words, such assessment has
no genuine sense of extended time, only a schematic calculus of abstract
variables, like a person built out of Lego. This is the core problem
with economic conceptions of value. They are often mathematically
ingenious. They just aren’t real in cultural (or human) terms.
For the past is not just a stretch of used-up time. It is a lived arc of
meaning from which present activities gain their shape and purchase.
This is true of all arts and cultural activities, but especially in Australia
where Indigenous culture provides a key mnemonic resource. The term
‘heritage’ is always-already more than a functional classification. It
is a signpost on a road to better intercultural awareness, less travelled
than it should be.
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2020, courtesy of Clayton Blake
(ClaytonBlake.Art@gmail.com).
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How and why have policymakers come to exclude
time from their thinking so completely? If evaluation
ends up trapped in a maze of quantitative indicators,
this is a symptom, not a cause, and it’s the cause that
really matters: government’s dire lack of temporal
imagination. To reduce heritage to a jumble of objects
and buildings, as they do, stripping the present’s
dynamic relation to the past — to its rhythms,
patterns, concerns and continuities — is so reductive
as to raise the question of whether current assessment
methods represent a pathology of evaluation; of
whether our inability to construct a meaningful
relationship between our past and our present — of
which the problem of value in arts and culture is but
one expression — has deeper roots and implications.
When Rio Tinto’s CEO, Chris Salisbury, spoke
recently about the company’s destruction of the
Juukan Gorge caves heritage site, he could only
echo John Howard’s uninspiring contribution to the
History Wars in the 1990s: ‘We can’t move back.
We can’t keep looking backwards.’5 This might
be rephrased as ‘I don’t have the ability to look
back’, since the thinking Salisbury employed to
make Rio Tinto’s decision, and justify the actions
of the company later, shows no sense of history —
least of all of the Puutu Kuni Kurrama and Pinkura
traditional owners of the Pilbara lands, who have
lost an irreplaceable part of their heritage.
In respect of the evaluation methods used in
the cultural sector today, it is the dissimulating
language wrapped around the economic formulas
that gets overlooked, either because key terms
are hard to define — what does ‘heritage’ really
mean? — or because they are politically explosive.
What would happen if the Juukan Gorge caves had
been categorised as not a heritage site by the WA
government? Nothing good.
We never get beyond discussion of the numbers
to the words that provide their underlying sense.
Until we recognise and confront the shackling
implications of the ‘value = price x quantity’
formula, we will never find a way to follow
David Stark and hold a better conversation
about evaluation. Value will remain trapped in a
diminished view of time, ignorant of the skewed
political thinking that has made it so, and unable to
escape the dishonest chant of its own policy clichés
and conceptual dead ends.
The only comprehensive way to approach
the evaluation of arts and culture is through a
combination of economic, social, historical,
political and ethical perspectives, in which
each discipline collaborates in an equal way.
This is where economics has its rightful place —
alongside other domains of knowledge, in dialogue
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with their ideas of value. Only such genuine
interdisciplinarity will allow governments to deal
with the complex, time-dependent value judgements
they must make, without reducing them to falsities
of economic equivalence.
We can rationally agree, but not mathematically
demonstrate, that it is good policy to return
Australians to work during the present COVID19 pandemic, as the federal government intends,
by learning to hold in our minds the irreducible
outcomes of increased GDP on the one hand,
and increased sickness and death on the other.
We can rationally agree, but not mathematically
demonstrate, that the value of the heritage sites we
destroy today in the quest for profit is inestimable
using DU methods. Instead, we need a different
calculus of value that will not decrease over time,
but rather accumulate, expand and deepen, enriching
future generations for which we hold our national
heritage in trust. ■
Julian Meyrick and Tully Barnett are members of
Laboratory Adelaide: The Value of Culture, a project
funded by two Australian Research Council Linkage
grants partnering Flinders University and Griffith
University with cultural sector organisations the
State Library of South Australia, the State Theatre
Company of South Australia, the Adelaide Festival,
Arts South Australia and Festivals Adelaide. The team
has co-authored the recent book, What Matters:
Talking Value in Australian Culture (Monash University
Publishing, 2018) — now available as a free e-book
download from the Monash Publishing website —
as well as a related series of journal articles, and
numerous pieces for The Conversation and news
media. Their article ‘Counting Culture to Death’,
specifically addressing the use of quantitative
methods in evaluation, appeared in the journal Cultural
Trends in 2017.
Information about Laboratory Adelaide and its
publications is available at labadelaide.com.au.
Its current research project, ‘Reporting the Value of
Culture’, focuses on the role that reporting plays in how
value is defined, assessed, and communicated. This
will include talking to cultural organisations about their
experiences when writing and reading value reports.
To learn more about this project or about the series of
industry presentations the team offers, please get in
touch by email with Dr. Tully Barnett:
tully.barnett@flinders.edu.au
Citation: Julian Meyrick and Tully Barnett, ‘Culture, Time and
Value’, AMaGA Magazine, Vol. 28(2), Australian Museums and
Galleries Association, Canberra, July 2020, pp. 58–63.
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‘Unsettled’ at
the Australian
Museum
Mariko Smith

Readers may be familiar with an article I wrote for AMaGA Magazine
in 2019 (Vol. 27(2)), titled The 2020 Project at the Australian Museum:
Profiling First Nations rather than Cook. This presented a summary
of the Indigenous community consultation that First Nations Curator
Laura McBride and I conducted so First Nations peoples could directly
inform the themes and topics of an exhibition responding to the 250 th
anniversary in 2020 of James Cook’s first voyage through the Pacific,
including his charting of the east coast of Australia.
Since receiving community feedback, we have been crystallising
the narrative for the exhibition. Mob made it clear in the consultation
that they did not want to talk about Cook but instead the legacy of
colonisation which was triggered by the events of 1770. This led us to
choosing the official title of Unsettled for the exhibition — replacing
our earlier working title, ‘The 2020 Project’ — to emphasise that
Australia was not peacefully settled; and Australian history, the
environment, and relationships between Australia and First Nations
peoples are still unsettling as well as unsettled.
Presently, our work with First Nations communities has been
impacted by COVID-19 restrictions, so the Unsettled exhibition is
being rescheduled for 2021. This outcome does not affect the focus
or content of the exhibition, since we will be sharing a narrative that
goes well beyond 1770 and Cook. Additionally, during the appearance
of this coronavirus hampering Cook commemoration plans, we felt
that there was a growing sense of unease amongst the public about
celebrating a false history of ‘discovery’. People want to know the
truth about this country’s origins.
Keep an eye out for further updates from the Australian Museum.
The Museum is due to reopen to the public during Spring 2020, and
Unsettled will now open in Autumn 2021. In the meantime, please have
a look at our new First Nations webpage on the Australian Museum’s
website, where I and other First Nations staff members and the web
team have compiled and uploaded some great content from First
Nations’ perspectives: www.australian.museum ■
See previous issue: Mariko Smith, ‘The 2020 Project at the Australian Museum:
Profiling First Nations rather than Cook’, AMaGA Magazine, Vol. 27(2), Australian
Museums and Galleries Association, Canberra, Winter 2019, pp. 64–67.

Update report on the
Australian Museum’s
2020 Project

Dr Mariko Smith (above) is a
Yuin woman and First Nations
Assistant Curator at the Australian
Museum, as well as an Honorary
Associate in the School of
Literature, Art and Media at the
University of Sydney. Her practice
is interdisciplinary, encompassing
museology, contemporary
art, visual sociology, research
methodologies, Indigenous ways
of knowing, Indigenous cultural
heritage, and history.
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Bundjalung-Yugambeh woman and First Nations Content Producer,
Courtney Marsh:
‘I think this exhibition is a way for the AM to begin being authentic
allies to First Nations People. The museum has to care about First
Nations peoples, not only our objects.
A show like this that challenges narratives and perceptions, and is so
internally guided by First Nations voices, is a way to stand beside First
Nations Peoples: to recognise that they need to be vocally supported
within the wider community, to disrupt the narrative of museums as
passive collectors - and instead recognise their ethical obligations to
the communities whose objects they hold.’

Gamilaroi/Darug man and First Nations Producer, Travis De Vries:
‘This is very much a part of the global movement we’re seeing at the
moment. We are able to control these stories and tell them from our
perspective and that is a hugely important part of self-determination.’

Wailwan woman and First Nations Curator at the Australian Museum,
Laura McBride:
‘Our role as First Nations curators is facilitating and representing
First Nations voices and stories. This is a large chunk of our
day-to-day work. We have been working with community in the
form of loaning, acquiring and collaboratively creating exciting
works and experiences.
It is important for First Nations people to have a platform to tell
their stories, we have community directly involved in developing our
exhibitions and website content at the AM – this is part of truth-telling
in the museum space.’

Wiradjuri man and First Nations Project Officer at the Australian Museum,
Nathan Sentence:
‘Hiding the violent aspects of colonial history means people will
not get a full understanding of the past. And because the past
creates the present, without this understanding it will be harder for
mainstream australia to recognise what needs to change, what needs
to be dismantled, to make a better present and better future.
Museums are also not neutral, as they decide what stories they tell
and share, and these stories shape public memory. Museums also
do not exist in a vacuum. They are part of a society that already has
entrenched power dynamics at play, such as income inequality and the
over-incarceration of First Nations people.
To be neutral in these circumstances is to accept and reproduce these
existing power dynamics. Museums should get their visitors to question
these dynamics.’
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One painting in a series by Biripi/Worimi artist Gordon Syron, titled Invasion Day, Terror
Nullius, Comin’ Through The Heads (oil on canvas board, 2018). Syron has painted this
arrival of British ships with Aboriginal people guarding and in possession of their land
more than 400 times. The Australian Museum acquired five artworks in the series in 2019,
and this one is E096484-001 in the Australian Museum collection (© Gordon Syron). ‘This
series will be a stunning inclusion in the “Unsettled” exhibition’, says Dr Mariko Smith.
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James Mollison:
The NGA's founding
director and his
collection legacy
Grazia Gunn
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James Mollison AO with Robert Hughes
AO, 1974, viewing Jackson Pollock’s ‘Blue
poles’ (completed 1952). ©️ Pollock-Krasner
Foundation. ARS/Copyright Agency. Photo
courtesy of the National Gallery of Australia.
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James Mollison AO, founding Director of the National Gallery of
Australia, died (in Melbourne) on 19 January 2020 at the age of 88.
He was recognised as a major force in art, not only in Australia
but internationally.
Mollison’s most lasting reputation rests on his great and unerring
eye in acquiring master works of the highest standards of excellence,
and for his decisive instinct in securing artworks of far-reaching
innovation. He was a figure of authority in the cultural vanguard that
celebrated innovative art; yet he was always cautious of new fads as
they appeared. He had a rare ability to respond sharply to visual and
conceptual challenges, and to grasp the varied forms of an iconoclastic
modernism. He was for a time the strongest, if not the chief influence
on the acceptance of modern art in Australia.
Born in Wonthaggi, Victoria, on 20 March 1931, James Mollison
trained in art practice and served as an Art and Crafts teacher for
the Victorian Education Department in his early years. He later
became, successively, an Education Officer at the National Gallery of
Victoria (1961–62); Director of Gallery A, the Melbourne branch of the
Sydney-based commercial gallery (1964–1966); and then Director of
the then-named Ballarat Fine Art Gallery (1967–68), before his career
shifted to Canberra. In published works, Mollison is most known for
his extensive writing on artists Albert Tucker and Fred Williams,
whom he knew closely.
Mollison came to his first post in Canberra in 1968, as an exhibitions
officer within the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet to advise
the Commonwealth Art Advisory Board on acquisitions of art for
the national collection — which had long been growing, but without
any public building to house it. Initially the acquisitions made were
of Australian art, bringing to the collection many significant 19 th–
and 20 th–century masterworks, as well as decorative art objects and
furniture from earliest Colonial times. In his close access to politicians
in Canberra through his work, Mollison gained the enthusiastic
support of successive Prime Ministers, from Harold Holt (1966–67)
through to Bob Hawke (1983–1991).
By 1971, as Acting Director of the now government-committed
National Gallery, Mollison was advising on purchases not only of the
best Australian art, but also of the art and culture of other civilisations
in our region, and throughout the world. He was finally appointed
Director in 1977. From this pivotal position Mollison guided an
extraordinarily visionary program for the establishment, during
the last decades of the twentieth century, of the Australian National
Gallery (as the institution was first known). He defined and delimited
the concept of art for inclusion of works in the new institution.
Adopting strategic policies and priorities, he developed the Gallery’s
collections with a comprehensive and holistic vision. He wanted the
NGA — with discrimination and rigour — to showcase the greatest art
of every kind within its gallery spaces. He firmly believed that many
cultures across the world have had their ‘great moments’, and he went
in search of art that represented those historical climaxes.
Each new acquisition was made relative to the existing holdings,
to enrich and broaden an expanding history. Mollison was also always
mindful of a work’s ultimate juxtaposition with other works on the
Gallery’s walls. He sought with each acquisition to embrace the power
of a particular object, sometimes emphasising the sensuality of a
brush-stroke in a painting, or the forceful energy of a sculpture.
He believed an encounter with art to be so compelling that it could
alter ways of seeing and being in the world. Education through art
was also to be one of the many factors shaping the Gallery’s
collection and displays.
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Painting and sculpture were at the centre
of Mollison’s life, and for him art mattered
elementally. Each work he brought into the
collection marked either a break from accepted
values, by introducing far-reaching aesthetic and
cultural innovations; or it captured a summation
of an artist’s visual and conceptual intent.
Mollison consistently acquired art that marked
points of direct lineage to the past, while also
setting reference-points for current art.
Mollison recognised early that centres of art had no
prescriptive borders, but migrated from city to city,
and even swiftly moved to other continents across
the globe. Meanwhile in modern art, he considered
that following WW2, the centre of art activity had
shifted from Europe to the United States.
Conscious of the missed opportunities that
Australia had endured in the past, in not acquiring
works of European modernism, Mollison headed
straight to New York in 1972. Yet art from America,
while ultimately a major component of Australia’s
national collection, was only one strand of
Mollison’s omniverous taste for art. The range of
his acquisitions was immense, stretching across
multiple periods and cultures: he brought into the
collection an ancient Cycladic figurine, perfect in
its simplicity; African masks and sculptures that
are breathtakingly arresting; significant works
of Pre-Columbian art; art from various parts of
Asia, and some rare examples of early-Buddhist
art. At closer range, much art was acquired from
Papua New Guinea, including the exceptional Lake
Sentani double-figure sculpture in wood; and major
acquisitions of Aboriginal art entered the National
Collection, at a time when Indigenous art was not
widely represented in Australian art galleries.
As early as 1973, Jackson Pollock’s Blue Poles
(of 1952) — the most controversial acquisition at the
time — was acquired for the National Collection,
which aroused Australia’s strong hostility to
modernist art. Yet with acute insight, Mollison
had in fact acquired for Australia a key work from
among the most important American artists of
the second wave of modernism. Undeterred by the
hostility, he remained the unflappable defender of
modern art throughout his directorship, and the art
of the modern period forms one of the richest parts
of the National Gallery’s collection today.
James Mollison upheld high professional
standards. He was a perfectionist, and it was
imperative that artworks be displayed in the order
that he specified, on the walls of a well- designed
gallery. I recall the night in 1982, on the eve of the
opening of the new gallery by Queen Elizabeth II,
when Mollison announced that he was not happy
with the installation of one of the galleries.
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He recruited a couple of curators and the installation
crew and marched us all down to the gallery in
question. There, we tore down the especially
designed temporary partitions, touched up the
walls with white paint and re-hung the paintings
in a different arrangement. By dawn we were all
exhausted but infinitely pleased by the better
outcome, marking such an exciting foundational
moment for the Gallery’s new life.
Mollison had a habit of challenging and testing
the ability of curators; but also a wonderful quality
of pushing his curatorial staff, especially the
junior curators, to advance in their work. He was a
best friend, but a severe teacher. He was involved
in every aspect of the gallery, even directing the
system of cleaning. Yet he also launched the careers
of hundreds of Australian artists, and trained
curators who went on to posts in major institutions.
Mollison’s generosity as a patron to artists, and as
a philanthropist, was expansive. He donated works
to Australian state and regional galleries, especially
contributing the work of artists not yet represented
in their respective collections. He was also a major
donor of Australian art to the British Museum,
adding throughout his lifetime to the generous gifts
by Lyn Williams and John McBride, such that the
Australian collection is now a significant addition to
the riches of the British Museum.
James Mollison was an inspiring teacher,
enthusiastic in discussing aspects of an artwork,
whether examining the surface topography of
a Jackson Pollock painting, the floating colour
of a Mark Rothko, or the parallel brush-strokes
in Paul Cézanne’s Afternoon in Naples of c.1875:
his observations were always an illuminating
experience. He encouraged both students of art
and the general public to new ways of seeing and
understanding art.
The collection of masterworks James Mollison
assembled, from the late 1960s to the end of the
1980s, was dedicated to the highest standards.
The shape he provided for the exceptional collection
of the National Gallery’s foundation years remains
his greatest legacy for future generations. ■
Grazia Gunn is a Melbourne-based writer and curator.
She worked with James Mollison as curator in the
Department of International Art, and is currently
preparing a book preliminarily entitled The Mollison
Years: James Mollison and the National Gallery of
Australia (for Black Inc., Melbourne).
Citation: Grazia Gunn, ‘James Mollison: The NGA’s founding
director and his collection legacy’, AMaGA Magazine, Vol. 28(2),
Australian Museums and Galleries Association, Canberra, July
2020, pp. 68–70.
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Blue Shield
Australia and recent
issues of endangered
Indigenous heritage
Highlighting Blue Shield
Australia and its ongoing
international work
Tanya Park and Sue Hutley
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The Blue Shield badges a global network of organisations comprising
dedicated people committed to the protection of the world’s heritage.
It is concerned with ‘the protection of cultural and natural heritage,
[both] tangible and intangible, in the event of armed conflict, natural
or human-made disaster’. [Article 2.1, 2016, Blue Shield Statutes]
The name Blue Shield derives from the 1954 Hague Convention for
the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict.
Described as ‘the cultural equivalent of the Red Cross’, the international
Blue Shield is the emblem of a world body that acts collaboratively for
protection of cultural property that is endangered. Originally known
by the longer name of the International Committee of the Blue Shield
(when founded in 1996), today’s Blue Shield was formed through
strategically combining the networks of three existing international
bodies: ICOM (for Museums), IFLA (for Libraries) and ICOMOS (for
Monuments and Sites) — each of which already had extensive national
committees worldwide which could act around common goals.
Blue Shield Australia was established as a national NGO
organisation in 2005. It aims to raise awareness of the value of
Australian cultural heritage, and to promote the need for its protection
against threats of all kinds. Australia is a signatory to the Hague
Convention (signed July 1956; entered into legal force August 1963),
but has yet to ratify the Second Protocol (of 1999) which arose through
years of work by UNESCO and combined international efforts to
prevent ongoing cultural property and heritage destruction, as
identified in the later-20 th century. Increased awareness of the Hague
Convention and our obligations under this important international
treaty, and increased discussion around protection of cultural heritage,
will doubtlessly place the cause of Australia’s potential ratification of
the significant Second Protocol further in the spotlight.

Focus on Climate Change
Australia set a new record for its hottest day in December 2019, with
temperatures soaring above 40°C in most of the nation's major cities,
while inland areas of Victoria, New South Wales and South Australia
exceeded 50°C.
While most people in Australia have become convinced of changing
climate patterns, it is only now that a more proactive consensus is
beginning to form: that increasing extreme weather events are humancreated and climate-change related, and that mitigation measures are
needed nationally as well as internationally.
As of 19 January 2020, 80% of the Blue Mountains World Heritage
Area was devastated by recent bushfires. In the state of New South
Wales alone, 21 human lives were lost, more than half a billion animals
perished, five million hectares of land were burnt, and more than 2,100
structures destroyed.
In the context of climate change globally, we are recognising
what must be done: ‘Appropriate design of policies, institutions
and governance systems at all scales can contribute to land-related
adaptation and mitigation while facilitating the pursuit of climateadaptive development pathways.’ (IPCC, August 2019). Meanwhile
there is growing awareness that Australian Aboriginal land
management practices, having developed over many millennia,
present fine models of managed adaptation to our nation’s harsh
climatic conditions. Responsibility for the continued survival of all
of Australia’s cultural and natural heritage now rests with us all.
In 2016, Blue Shield International expanded its remit to include
environmental disasters. Current thinking recognises that those
in uniform who are trained for both armed conflict crises and
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peacekeeping measures are also likely to be first
responders following natural disasters, with related
issues of heritage protection overlapping by
sixty- to seventy-percent.

Focus on destruction of cultural
property: A recent press release
concerning destruction of culturally
significant Juukan Gorge rockshelters,
Pilbara region, Western Australia.1
In the Pilbara region recently, 46,000-year-old sites
of high cultural significance have been destroyed
by detonations carried out by the international Rio
Tinto mining corporation. To widespread public
dismay after the event, it emerged that Rio Tinto
was legally permitted to destroy the culturally
significant sites under a Section 18 Notice of the
WA Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972, with a permit to
blast the Juukan Gorge rockshelters area having
been issued in 2013. Seven years after that permit,
and without consultation with the Aboriginal elders
and custodians of the site, the mining company
has destroyed significant artefacts including early
evidence of grinding and bone technology, along
with plaited hair approximately 4,000 years old that
has been linked by DNA to the contemporary Puutu
Kunti Kurrama & Pinikura Traditional Owners
Some 350 km north of the Juukan Gorge site is the
culture-rich Burrup Peninsula, with abundant rock
art sites that rank this area amongst the most ancient
surviving rock art in the world. The peninsula and
surrounding Dampier Archipelago also hold the
highest concentration of rock art in the world: ‘[P]
etroglyphs include depictions of human life figures,
human faces and animals that no longer inhabit …
the region, including the Tasmanian tiger.’2
In January 2020, a submission was made to
UNESCO to secure World Heritage Listing status for
the Pilbara region as encompassing Australia’s largest
collection of ancient rock art. If the submission
is accepted, its listing will remain on the tentative
list for at least 12 months, before final listing
can be formalised; this is due to a number of
considerations that will be taken into account,
such as outstanding universal value (OUV) of the
site, heritage management plans, and including
consultation with traditional owners (the Murujuga
people). The Burrup Peninsula has become known
in recent decades as a site of major planned mining
and industrial development, and there are very real
concerns that industrial emissions could adversely
affect the stability and longevity of the precious
rock art in the area.

A number of academic studies have taken place
around the significance and needed protection
of the rock art. One such study took place in 2013,
pertaining to the natural processes and rates of
weathering and erosion, and including the effects
of fire, which together affect the stability of rock
surfaces and ultimately the longevity of the rock art.
Cosmogenic nuclides (or cosmogenic isotopes) were
studied, and it was concluded that these rare nuclides
demonstrate amongst the lowest erosion rates (at
least as measured by cosmogenic nuclides) anywhere
in the world. Thus exceptionally low erosion rates,
together with low rainfall, have favoured long-term
preservation of the Burrup petroglyphs to date —
long enough to encompass the entire known period
of human settlement in Australia.3
In 2013, after the Rio Tinto mining company was
granted mining rights in the region, archaeologists
subsequently provided evidence of the sites’ cultural
significance — through presentation of artefacts
belonging to the Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura
traditional owners, including a 28,000-year-old tool
fashioned from bone, and a piece of 4000-year-old
plaited hair belt. Traditional owners visited and
assessed the sites in question, in line with best
practice in cultural management procedure, and
exemplary international standards for heritage
management, highlighting the importance of
ethical partnerships with Traditional Owners
and communities.
The cultural importance and heritage significance
of the Burrup Peninsula site were therefore
indisputable, both from a local and international
perspective. However, once the significance of
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Aboriginal cultural
property of the
highest value and
significance is at
risk, as economic
interests take
the forefront of
discussions about
management of such
a rich natural and
cultural heritage
area today.
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WA’s Pilbara region. Photo:
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A miner holds a lump of iron ore at
a mine located in the Pilbara region
of Western Australia, December 2,
2013. Photo: REUTERS/David Gray.
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the area had been established, there was no available process under
the Western Australian Heritage Act, or within the administration
of the Act, that could alter the terms of the section 18 permit. Under
Australian national heritage legislation, meanwhile, no parties other
than the Land Owner can appeal a section 18 decision. Therefore,
the Traditional Owners had no right of appeal after the section 18
was granted under state legislation, despite recent investigations that
disclosed new and compelling evidence about the significance
of the Juukan Gorge site.
The national legal framework for management and protection of
such heritage lies within the scope of the Environmental Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), whereby it is an
offence under the Act to negatively impact an area that has national
heritage listing. However, a great number of ancient Aboriginal sites
are not listed as national heritage, and if federal legislation is not
applicable, state laws provide the sole framework in operation.
The Juukan Gorge rockshelters were not listed on the National
Heritage List, so EPBC protective legislation could not be invoked
for their protection. The fate of the rock shelters in the Pilbara came
solely under provisions of Western Australia’s Aboriginal Heritage
Act of 1972. The Traditional Owners are the Puutu Kunti Kurrama
and Pinikura people, and the legal tenement owners are Rio Tinto
Iron Ore.4 Therefore, under the S18 process of state legislation in
Western Australia, only Rio Tinto would be allowed to appeal against
any decision made under the Act. The fifty-year-old WA legislation
is currently being reviewed by the state government, hopefully
addressing the outstanding omission of the opportunity for the review
of a previous decision once new information has emerged. Without
such legal protection, Aboriginal cultural property of the highest value
and significance is at risk, as economic interests take the forefront
of discussions about management of such a rich natural and cultural
heritage area today.
Instead of the circular debates in which the outcry of protection of
cultural property is raised in seeming belated opposition to economic
progress, Australia’s heritage protection obligations within a global
context will need to be acknowledged. It will require more informed
debate to unravel and examine the tangle of competing interests
gathered under claims such as the following statements: ‘Global mining
giant Rio Tinto is set to contribute 10m to support Covid-19 community
initiatives in the US and Canada. The funding will be used to support
deprived families and supply critical equipment to frontline works…’5
Australia’s economic development no longer exists in isolation from
other nations. We are on the international stage both economically
and culturally, and the destruction of irreplaceable cultural property
draws world attention, arouses high emotional concern, and is deeply
jeopardising to many other values in an international-rights-order
world of which we are a part. We all have to do more and find a better
way forward in management of our most ancient cultural heritage.
And there is a need to be proactive.
It is of no use to throw up arms in despair, or issue blanket blame
after an event of irreparable loss. There must be open and honest
conversations, and indeed difficult conversations — for a shared
national heritage is at stake in the questions raised currently
around national heritage protection. ■
Citation: Tanya Park and Sue Hutley, ‘Blue Shield Australia and recent issues of
endangered Indigenous heritage’, AMaGA Magazine, Vol. 28(2), Australian Museums
and Galleries Association, Canberra, July 2020, pp. 71–75.
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The Value of Associations
During a Crisis
The social capital
advanced through
the work of associations
Toni Brearley

Associations have played a very visible and critical role during the
current COVID-19 pandemic.
When faced with the rapidly changing and escalating public health
emergency of COVID-19, the Australian Associations community
answered their call to service and stood front and centre to support,
protect and advocate for their members as this once-in-a-generation
crisis unfolded.
Associations have worked tirelessly to collect, curate and disseminate
relevant information; they have advocated to government to assist in
both the formation and impact of public policy, and provided support
and assistance for the professions and industries they represent.
Demonstrating the counter-cyclical nature of the sector, throughout
the pandemic crisis Associations have reported increased member
engagement, and in some cases growth in membership, as they
became a trusted source of truth and informed advice for their
members and communities.
Associations have never been so important.

What is an Association?
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Meeting – Finding new ways to do
business. Photo supplied.

At their heart, Associations are groups of people who share a common
purpose or interest.
In the form of any organisation that is composed of constituent
members, Associations seek to provide mutual enrichment and
advancement of their membership, in line with a shared mission that
generally delivers a broader benefit to society.
The groups of people and organisations that form Associations share
a passion and interest in advancing their special part of our society,
economy or environment. There are thousands of Associations,
large and small, working every day to make a difference for their
membership and society as a whole. While their size, form, and areas
of interest are very diverse, the common thread of all associations is
their membership.
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Associations have never
been so important.
In general, there are three key types of Associations:
—
Professional Associations are composed of individuals of
a specific profession, established to further the interests of
that profession and its contribution to society. Examples of
Professional Associations include Engineers Australia, who
represent more than 100,000 professional engineers across all
fields of engineering; or the Australian Dental Association,
who represent more than 20,000 of Australia’s dentists.
—
Industry Associations (also known as Trade Associations)
generally comprise businesses within a specific industry or
sector established to further the interests of that industry.
Examples of Industry Associations include The Australian
Chamber of Commerce or the Australian Boarding Schools
Association.
—
Community Associations cover a wide range of membership
organisations that are established to address a specific cause,
purpose or interest. These associations include health and
social services organisations, such as Diabetes Australia;
or sporting and recreation organisations, such as Surf Life
Saving Australia.

Beacons in a time of crisis
Since the very nature of Associations is to support, protect and further
the interests of their members and industries, when whole sectors and
parts of the economy were recently being shut down, and unprecedented
restrictions to public gatherings were introduced, Associations used
their voice and influence to work with their members, government,
and the general public to inform, connect, and advocate for the best
outcomes for their members.
‘With members needing information about how the changes affect
their industry and the actions they need to take to meet government
and health restrictions, many are looking to their association.
Being called on to work with government about the impact of the
pandemic on particular industries and sectors is also putting many
associations in the spotlight.’ (Associations Matter COVID-19
Impact Survey: ‘Opportunity in Crisis’)

How Associations are
currently helping industry
Keeping members up to date
Overwhelmingly, associations are working hard to keep members
up to date with a constantly changing landscape. In a recent survey,

Associations support
every industry, and every
profession, every day,
strengthening social
bonds across our nation.
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9 in 10 associations reported having increased
their information updates to keep members more
informed. Most associations developed COVID19 resource hubs on their websites, and produced
templates and industry-specific information to
assist members to implement the particular healthrelated regulations required for their industry.
‘Our association very quickly developed clear
guidelines and protocols to allow our members
to conduct property valuations in a virtual
way, to ensure that banks could keep lending.’
(Amelia Hodge, CEO, Australian
Property Institute)

Increased advocacy to government
One of the most obvious roles in times of crisis
for Associations is actively advocating on behalf
of members, and engaging with governments to
co-ordinate their industry response to the current
pandemic. Associations lately have greatly
increased their co-ordination with government, to
ensure the specific needs of their industry members
are incorporated in government health directives
and economic policies.
‘Associations who have taken an active
approach to proactively manage their
professions and industries, going to government
with a plan and liaising closely with members
for clear implementation of the plan, have
achieved the best results for their members.’
(Damian Mitsch, CEO, Australian Dental
Associations)
‘[We] coordinated a broad industry response
across members and nonmembers, in close
cooperation with government and key
stakeholders.’ (Ian Burgess CEO, Medical
Technology Association of Australia)

Transitioning to
online service delivery
While the COVID-19 pandemic and social
distancing restrictions put an immediate end to
most associations’ face-to-face service delivery, at
the same time increasing the need for information
provision, organisations have been quick to respond
with online alternatives to keep their members
informed and connected.
Associations are now more frequently hosting
webinars and convening online meetings and events

to keep their members connected. More than three
quarters of associations are running webinars for
members (77%); and regularly convening virtual
meetings on platforms such as Zoom to maintain
social connections and help members share
information and their experiences of the
current environment.
A similar proportion of members have increased
their digital content and social media activity; and
almost two thirds (64%) have moved professional
development resources online.

Associations have an
enduring role in society
With crisis comes opportunity, and the spotlight
on Associations has never been so bright. Whilst
Associations have always been providing services to
members and the broader community, we have seen
the sector as a whole rise to an emergency occasion
and provide ongoing support to entire industries –
from which both members and non-members have
derived benefit.
As we continue through the journey to recovery,
the challenges for Associations will be in supporting
members to transform their business models and
establish their currently increased output and
changed forms of delivery as the ‘new normal’
for their professions and industries in future.
Arguably, those businesses and professionals
who have benefited from increased connections
with their professional or industry associations
have found themselves better informed, better
equipped, and more prepared for the future.
‘I see a great future for Associations and
COVID-19 has proven this. We will see a
much greater tendency for associations to be
innovative and find new ways to deliver valued
services to members.’ (Damian Mitsch, CEO,
Australian Dental Association). ■

Toni Brearley is the Chief Executive Officer of the
Australasian Society of Association Executives
(AuSAE), the peak professional membership body
for professionals working in the Association sector.
AuSAE believes that Associations strengthen every
industry and every profession every day, having a
critical and enduring impact on the economy and
society as a whole.
Citation: Toni Brearley, ‘The Value of Associations’, AMaGA
Magazine, Vol. 28(2), Australian Museums and Galleries
Association, Canberra, July 2020, pp. 76–79.
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‘The Museum
is the Medium’
Remembering
Dr. George F
MacDonald
(1938–2020)
Amareswar Galla

Museums around the globe in the current pandemic crisis take for
granted ‘the digital pivot’. Earlier this year, the world of museums lost
the anthropologist who first opened up these possibilities. This was
Dr George F MacDonald, Founding Director of The Canadian Museum
of Civilisation (opened 1989), now (since 2013) renamed the Canadian
Museum of History (CMH), directly facing Parliament Hill in Ottawa.
The world-shifting CMC museum led by George MacDonald was
conceived as a sister museum of the anticipated National Museum
of Australia (as envisaged through the Pigott Report in the 1970s).
The CMC opened as planned in 1989, with the Canadian Trudeau
Government having decided to forego the cost of a frigate from the
defence budget in order to fund a major new cultural institution for
the nation. In Australia we lobbied similarly, famously epitomised in
the cartoon of Canberra’s Geoff Pryor, to save the cost of a submarine
to fund our National Museum. But it finally eventuated only decades
later, prompted by the Howard Government’s decision to make the
NMA a showpiece marking the centenary of Federation in 2001.
Marshall McLuhan was famous for his epithet and best-selling
publication, The Medium is the Message. George MacDonald adroitly
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adapted this to ‘The Museum is the Medium’. He introduced and
forever embedded digital media in the world of museums — in a
novel set-up that was then called Satellite Uplink and Downlink.
MacDonald facilitated the Inuit Festival at the CMH, directly
interconnecting the young people on site in Ottawa and their elders
back home in Nunavut. Everyone worked in unison drawing together
a fluid range of media: dance, song, and ceremony; bone and stone
carving; storytelling and multiple narratives — all interwoven in the
middle of the Arctic Winter, a prime ceremonial time.
Earlier, Dr MacDonald facilitated the coming together of the Haida
from the Northwest Coast of Canada and their impressive cultural
treasures in the CMH, through what became the first-ever digital
repatriation, or return of sacred treasures to rightful knowledge
holders via a video disc. The Haida received this recuperative return
with full ceremonial performance, as if the originals themselves had
rejoined them. And the physical return of their ancestral treasures
was similarly welcomed ‘home’ to their ongoing protection and
care soon after.
Similar outcomes were achieved for the Potlatch Collection of the
Kwakwaka'wakw that was repatriated respectively to the Umista
Cultural Centre in Alert Bay and the Nuyumbalees Cultural Centre
in Cape Mudge — both on Victoria Island, British Columbia. What
was so significant at the time was that George as the Director stood
back and empowered a new policy and museological environment
for First Nations curators, Dr Gerald McMaster and Lee-Ann Martin,
to work directly with the elders and knowledge bearers from the
respective bands.
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MacDonald’s inclusive cultural leadership, as
both collaborative museology and museography,
is etched within the larger scope of museums
as they continue to evolve and break new
boundaries of museum practice.

Dr MacDonald was attentive to Australian museum developments
in these years, and visited as often as possible. On the day the
bushfires surrounded Canberra, in January 2003, he rang from
Ottawa, recalling how Aboriginal Elders had warned Canberra
planners of this inevitable calamity one day — they had called it the
Ring of Fire that would one day come around Whiteman’s Planning.
Around the turn of the millennium, George MacDonald’s
longstanding interest in Australia was celebrated when he became
the founding CEO of the transformative new Melbourne Museum
landscape — a project that he nurtured and oversaw until the opening
of the new Museum, on the lands of the Woi Wurrung (Wurundjeri)
and Boonwurrung peoples of the eastern Kulin Nations, in 2000.
He brought with him the leadership skills and First Nations cultural
knowledge to ensure steerage of a museum culture of honouring
Indigenous Agency, Voice and Performance in all that would unfold
at the new Museum sited opposite the UNESCO World Heritage-listed
Royal Exhibition Building (1879–80) in the Fitzroy Gardens.
Dr Gaye Sculthorpe (Head of Indigenous Studies), Elder Jim Berg
(Founder of the Koori Heritage Trust), Norman Graham (Curator
guiding the Bunjilaka Aboriginal Cultural Centre) and many others
of all backgrounds made the new Melbourne Museum an inspirational
civic space for primary learning, reconciliation, and cross-cultural
engagement in Australia.
MacDonald’s inclusive cultural leadership, as both collaborative
museology and museography, is etched within the larger scope of
museums as they continue to evolve and break new boundaries of
museum practice. The interview with Dr MacDonald conducted by
the present author on 2 November 2000, soon after the opening of
the Melbourne Museum, can be accessed in full at <https://bit.ly/iiimnews-2>. Meanwhile the lessons learnt from his leadership continue
to resonate in contemporary museum practice in Australia, Canada,
and the rest of the world. ■
Dr Amareswar Galla is Professor of Inclusive Cultural Leadership &
Director, International Centre for Inclusive Cultural Leadership, Anant
National University, Ahmedabad, India. He was awarded the ICOMAustralia Individual Award for International Relations, 2012.
For contact: <a.galla@yahoo.com.au>; and see website at <http://
inclusivemuseums.org/>.
Citation: Amareswar Galla, ‘The Museum is the Medium’: Remembering Dr. George
F MacDonald (1938–2020)’, AMaGA Magazine, Vol. 28(2), Australian Museums and
Galleries Association, Canberra, July 2020, pp. 80–82.
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An important part of AMaGA’s role is to prepare evidence-based
submissions and advice on significant national, state and local
policies, programs, proposals and enquiries. All our national
submissions are available to read on the national website. Along with
keeping members informed of our advocacy activities, the data and
arguments are there for members and other organisations to draw
upon for their own advocacy and communications.
The spotlight for this issue of the magazine is on AMaGA’s
Submission to the Royal Commission into National Natural Disaster
Arrangements (Bushfires) submitted on 28 April 2020.
For links and references indicated by a * please see the online
version at <www.amaga.org.au/policies-submissions>.
Question 1: In your experience, what areas of the bushfire
emergency response worked well?
The Australian Museums and Galleries Association (AMaGA) is
the national membership association and peak advocacy body
representing museums and galleries. We encompass a wide and
diverse range of national, state, regional and volunteer-run community
museums, art galleries, historic sites, botanic and zoological gardens,
research centres, Indigenous cultural centres, and Keeping Places
across Australia. Our 1400 members represent thousands of individual
professionals through the large institutions and thousands more
individual volunteers. All of our members are linked by a shared
dedication to culture and the communities they serve, are key parts
of Australia’ physical and social infrastructure, and contribute to
the social and economic wellbeing of the country.
AMaGA is an advocacy, research, service and professional development
organisation. This submission draws both on the lived experience of our
galleries and museums during the recent bushfires emergency, and state,
national and international research, expertise and standards. We address
issues relating to areas covered by items b, f and g in the Letters Patent.
The bulk of our response is therefore made in response to Question 3 of
the submission template: What needs to change?
During natural disasters and extreme weather events, cultural
organisations are vulnerable. A number of those which had disaster
preparedness plans in place were able to execute these in time. An
outstanding example is Bundanon, the historic homestead/art gallery
near Nowra in southern NSW, which evacuated its most valuable
artworks to Sydney before the fires hit, and was a key focus for
local firefighters who put "significant resources" into successfully
protecting the property. Federal and state grants are now funding
the construction of a new fire-proof gallery.*
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Many museums, galleries and historic sites were in areas affected by
bushfires, including by hazardous levels of smoke. A small number of
museums were destroyed completely, such as the Genoa Schoolhouse
Museum at Mallacoota in Victoria, and the Mogo Machinery Museum
in NSW. A much greater number of historic sites and open-air museums
were lost, such as the Kiandra Heritage Precinct, and 16 historic huts in
Kosciuszko, all in NSW.
Many organisations in the threatened areas took remedial action to
prevent their works being damaged or destroyed, such as moving them
into storage or taking other action, such as short-term closures.
Question 2: In your experience, what areas of the bushfire
emergency response didn’t work well?
It is critical to understand the cumulative impact that the extended
season of bushfires and other climate-change induced environmental
conditions had on the museum and gallery sector and their communities.
Years of inadequate funding, lack of joined up disaster preparedness
and response plans between national, state and local governments,
piecemeal infrastructure planning, and the inadequacies of buildings,
plant and appropriate policies (such as when to close because of the
appalling air quality due to smoke) were all exposed.
For example, in Canberra, the hazardous nature of the air quality led
to the ad-hoc closing of national institutions, revealing the inhibiting
lack of policy guidance and elevated levels of concern for staff,
visitors and the objects and artworks.
Survey results show that many smaller organisations had insufficient
resources to cope with a disaster on the scale seen during the summer
period.* The survey report concludes that, ‘The scale of the bushfire
and storm disasters experienced from 1 November 2019 to 31 January
2020 across Australia caught everyone by surprise. It highlighted
weaknesses in disaster preparedness and business continuity planning
and provided the impetus to revisit these with increased understanding’.
The cumulative impact of disasters and under-resourcing has
increased hugely with the advent of COVID-19 since March 2020.
Question 3: In your experience, what needs to change to improve
arrangements for preparation, mitigation, response and recovery
coordination for national natural disaster arrangements in Australia?
Cultural institutions are central to wellbeing, identity, and maintaining
social cohesion. They connect Australians with the stories, art,
heritage and histories of their community at a local, regional and
national level. They are also critical contributors to economies at every
level. For example, arts are a key driver of regional tourism, with more
domestic tourists attending the arts than organised sport, amusement
parks or wineries.*
Change needs to occur both in the short and longer term, and
encompasses policy, co-ordination, land management, infrastructure
planning, and priority investments. There are opportunities to both
repair and create anew.
Short term:
The critical things that are needed as soon as possible in affected
communities are: artists’ support; conservation of collections; oral
history projects and provision for historical societies, museums and
libraries to offer other cultural outreach and community re-building
activities; and support for cultural organisations to undertake
systematic planning. Such planning would include assessments of
damage, business planning, collections management and acquisitions,
including digital access, disaster preparedness, and community

Work to support and
help re-build bushfireaffected communities and
organisations must not
be relegated, rather it is
even more important to
understand and support
comprehensive recovery
plans for these areas.
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engagement. Support includes providing professional expertise,
such as conservation advice, and access to resources. This is all quite
apart from the work required on the conservation of historic sites and
the natural environment.
Longer term:
National Policy
We strongly recommend the development by the Commonwealth of a
confident and aspirational national cultural policy framework that sets
aims and priorities, delineates roles, undertakes research and enables
funding for implementation. It should include cross-governmental
strategies and programs and link to state and local government
strategies. It should also include support for Australia’s cultural
institutions to contribute to the achievement of the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals by 2030.
As with other national policy making (for example in industry or
social policy) a national cultural policy both demonstrates the public
value of culture and provides a structure for strategic investment and
impact. It would provide a framework for the inclusion of cultural
voices in government responses to emergencies and natural disasters.
In particular, an injection of targeted funding for long term strategic
planning for resilience and sustainability is now required.
Increased funding to accelerate the digitisation programs of work by
the national cultural institutions is also critical, both in terms of better
disaster mitigation but also in providing better online content during
other times of crisis, such as the current pandemic.
National Co-ordination of Cultural Recovery in Disaster Responses
These sorts of disastrous events will recur. National co-ordination
in disaster recovery for cultural organisations will be required. A
proven model is the United States’ Heritage Emergency National Task
Force (HENTF), which is co-sponsored by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and the Smithsonian Institution. It is a
partnership of 42 national service organisations and federal agencies.*
Cultural projects also play major roles in regeneration, adaptive
reuse of heritage assets and tourism development. Latest research
suggests this works best as part of integrated planning.
Indigenous Environmental Knowledge and Land Management

There is a growing
understanding of the
importance of traditional
ecological knowledge
and Indigenous ways of
managing land: ‘caring
for country’.

Many museums are adopting, researching and promoting Indigenous
environmental knowledge and management – through re-interpreting
their collections and looking out to country to better support
collections, communicating Indigenous science, culture, ways
of knowing and practices alongside Western concepts, having an
eco-system approach to research, and more sharing of knowledge and
information. Indigenous land and waterways management is clearly
necessary to better understand, conserve and protect the environment.
The directors of Australia’s leading natural history museums state
that, ‘The bushfire climate change crisis has reinforced that we have
much to learn from our First Nations people and that First Nations
understandings of our natural species and land management is to be
respected, understood and embraced in our research’.
Further, providing support to organisations in bushfire-affected
communities to implement relevant actions in the 10-year sector
plan First Peoples: A Roadmap for Enhancing Indigenous Engagement
in Museums and Galleries would be a highly effective strategy for
community rebuilding and environmental resilience and sustainability.
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State Policy
The intermittent and comparatively low level of Commonwealth,
state and local support and interest in the museum and gallery sector is
reflected in both the lack of strategic planning for the sector and in the
ongoing poverty and struggle of many regional and local community
museums, galleries and keeping places.
Most museums in Australia are small, volunteer-managed
community organisations which are embedded in their local
communities and provide a range of social and economic benefits,
including a sense of belonging to their community, and of contributing
to society. These museums are generally woefully under-resourced.
There are opportunities to make strategic national and state
investments in digital access to the full range of collections large
and small. Strategies and support for the digitisation of collections
in regional and community galleries and museums would also be
an invaluable contribution to Australians’ wellbeing and social
engagement and contribute to community rebuilding.
In sum, there is a need for a more coherent and equitable cultural
strategy for Australia that guides and prioritises both capital and
capability investment in all levels of cultural activity, and in this case
especially digital technologies and capacity building for institutions
and communities.
Disaster Planning included in Infrastructure Planning
Some assets are irreplaceable – these include the collections held in
museums, galleries and historical societies. Infrastructure planning
must include programs to disaster proof our arts and heritage
institutions and communities. The cultural impact of natural and
human made disaster can be catastrophic. The increasing rate of
climate-induced destruction of irreplaceable cultural collections,
particularly in regional Australia, must be recognised and local
organisations need advice and support to both reduce the risk and
mitigate the consequences. Planning should include:
—
Resources for disaster planning and disaster response
capabilities nation-wide
—
Formal and funded linkages between national,
state and local capacities
The challenges posed by climate change, a re-ordering of the world
economy, years-long cumulative under-investment in infrastructure,
and widely variable service delivery between urban, regional and
remote areas, necessitate newer ways of thinking about and assessing
the infrastructure needs of Australians. In particular, a user-centred
focus on the cultural as well as physical needs and aspirations of
local communities is critical.
Priority National and State Investments
1.

Digitisation of collections

Museums and galleries hold a wealth of knowledge in their collections.
A longer term investment in helping museums, galleries and historical
societies to provide digital access would speed up the current erratic
and under-funded process and help mitigate against catastrophic
losses caused by future disasters. A national investment plan
would include:
—
the adoption of national, state, territory and local government
digital access to collections strategies and plans, which link to a

One of the most useful
and cost-effective actions
that governments at
all levels could do for
rebuilding disasteraffected communities is to
provide professional advice
and an adequate level of
funding support for these
and similar arts, heritage
and cultural organisations
in the regions.
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—
—
—
—
2.

national collaborative research infrastructure plan
initiatives to help build the capacity of smaller cultural
institutions
dedicated funding for digitisation and digital access
at every level
support for state digital collections platforms such as
Victorian Collections and WA Collections
steady support for the National Library of Australia’s
Trove platform
Biodiversity research

Australia’s leading natural history museums hold invaluable reference
collections for the nation. They are ‘the ‘ark’ of information on
Australian species with collections that date back as early as the 1850s…
The impact of the recent fires on Australia’s biodiversity is on a scale not
previously seen since record-keeping began…’
These great state institutions are committed to finding out how
species have been affected, to implementing and supporting programs
to restore those species that can be saved, and to engaging the
public in mitigation strategies. This requires increased funding and
co-ordinated national action.*
3.

Purpose built safe storage

Digitisation of collections will retain some critical information,
however, museum and gallery collections — objects, artworks and
documents — need protection through secure storage facilities. These
can be purpose built at the larger institutions, or co-located with others
in specific local government premises. Assistance will be required for
transport as well as construction and security.
Question 4: Is there anything else you would like to tell
the Royal Commission?
AMaGA is a founding member and co-convenor of GLAM Peak, a
group of the peak representative national bodies for galleries, libraries,
archives, museums, historical societies and humanities research in
Australia. The major focus to date has been recognising the importance
of digital access to collections and carrying out a range of activities in
support of this national priority. These include drafting the national
framework for digital access to collections, and developing a suite of
tools, workshop materials, case studies and guidelines.
GLAM Peak advocates for strategies and support for the digitisation
of collections in cultural collecting institutions, in particular, regional
and remote galleries, museums and keeping places.
The GLAM sector acts through Blue Shield Australia, the cultural
equivalent of the Red Cross, to promote disaster preparedness and
share learnings about disaster response and recovery.
In January 2020 AMaGA convened the Bushfires / Climate Change
Cultural Response Roundtable — National Organisations to provide
advocacy, communication and support through the Australian
disaster season on behalf of the cultural and creative arts sectors.
The Roundtable asked Blue Shield Australia to co-ordinate a survey
of the impact of the emergency events, and this submission has drawn
upon the survey data.
Finally, AMaGA endorses the submissions to this Inquiry by
fellow members of GLAM Peak and the Cultural Response Roundtable,
and by Blue Shield Australia. ■
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Museums and galleries have
the power to help shape our
nation’s identity and help end
the injustices of colonisation.

AMaGA Statement of Support for
AboriginalLivesMatter
22 June 2020
The Australian Museums and Galleries Association supports the
objectives of the BlackLivesMatter and AboriginalLivesMatter
movements to recognise institutional racism and to seek
fundamental change.
AMaGA acknowledges that Indigenous knowledge systems
and cultures have thrived for thousands of generations.
We acknowledge the continued devastating violence and
cultural interruption of colonisation.
We acknowledge and work to change the practices of museums
and galleries which have and continue to contribute to personal
and cultural interruption, trauma and loss.
We acknowledge the history and impact of these damaging
practices, and that much damage will continue to be done until
museums find genuine ways to work inclusively, and respectfully
with Indigenous people.
The change Australia needs is both structural and institutional,
and personal/individual.
Museums and galleries have the power to help shape our nation’s
identity and help end the injustices of colonisation.
AMaGA is making some steps. In 2018, our members unanimously
adopted a Resolution in support of the Uluru Statement from the
Heart, urging all museums and galleries to engage their audiences
to promote understanding of this most powerful Statement.
In 2019, we launched our Indigenous-led 10-year Roadmap for
Change — First Peoples: A Roadmap for Enhancing Indigenous
Engagement in Museums and Galleries.
We recognise that there is so much to do. We acknowledge and
honour the work of Indigenous colleagues and community who have
worked and continue to work with Australia’s museums and galleries.
And we commit to ensuring that Australia’s Roadmap is implemented
with dedication and integrity. ■
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